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ABSTRACT
A central issue in the desiga of a packet switched
communications network is the development of an efficient
routing protocol, which determines the routes followed by
the information as it traverses the network. The
performance of a static routing protocol that allows for
multiple pa x h routing based on the use of routing fractions,
is analyzed using computer simulation. Comparison is made
between the performance of this protocol and that of a
minimum number of hops routing protocol. Routing fractions
calculated by two different methods are used and their
relative performance analyzed. & comparative analysis is
done of the performance of this protocol when using virtual
circuit service and datagram service in the network.
Provision is made to extend use of the simulation program to
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In recent years we have D?er. sxperiencing
technological convergence of computers
telecommunications in suoh a way -ha- it
difficult to separate what is processing and wna -*: is
communication. The cons-ant improvement in compu-er
processing speed and storage capacity together with r heir
reduction in price and size, have definitively influenced
this change, making it increasingly attractive to use
programmable computers to control communication networks and
process the information transmitted through them. This
allows the integration of traditional communications with
computer networks and distributed systems, while using the
same means of transmission, and thus represents a more
efficient use of the communication channels. This situation
creates the necesity foe the deveiDoment of new transmission
techniques that can accomodate the requirements of higher
data rates, as well as procedures to handle larger volumes
of information.
A kind of network than is becoming increasingly popular
is the Packet Switched network. Crucial to the design of
this kind of network is the development of efficient rou-ing
procedures, which determine the routes followed by the
information as it traverses the network. The present study
represents further work in that direction and as such





There are two basic types of communication network
architectures: Point to Point ana Broadcast. In point to
point architectures the network normally contains numerous
channels (we will call them links), which may be implemented
by a band of frequencies, cable, optical fiber, ate,
connecting a pair cf stations (we will call them nodes) . If
two nodes which are nor connected by a link wish to
communicate, they must do so indirectly via ens or mor a
intermediate redss. This characteristic aliens for a wid=
variety of network topologies. It is -also an important
feature when interconnecting nodes that ara far apart from
each oth«r, by ai lowing r n- use of a variety of a It a mat =
routes in casa of link failure or eoag-sstion situations.
In a point to point network, if the links selectad for
the communication are used exclusively by the two ncdes for
the duration of the communication, the technique is called
"line switching". In this casa, both the nodas and
interconnecting links must ba fraa bafore tha information
can start to be s an:. A classical sxampls of the use of
this technique is the public taiephona network where ail tha
links between the caller and recipient cf the call will be
held for their exclusive use, until the and of the
communication. If one or mere of these links or the rode
called is busy, the call setup cannot b<= completed, and a
busy tone is received at the calling node to indicate the
procedure mast be restarted.
If instead, the links can be shared by two or mere
communications, and the information t.iat is received at an
intermediate tods may be stored thara until tha required
output link is free and then forwarded, the technique is
called "store and forward". The node caller (source node)
does not have to wait for all taa links involved in the
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communication, or the destination node, to be free before
starting to sand the information. In most cases this allows
for a mors efficient use of resources. Other advantages of
point to point architectures include their ability to
support simultaneous transfer cr information between
different stations in the network, and the use of high speed
links to speed-up this transfer.
In broadcast architectures, there is a single
communication link shared by all ncdes, so that information
sent by any node is received by all otner nodes. Satellite
and Bus architectures are seme examples of this type of
networks. Since there is only one path for all
communications, the total overall transfer rate of
information is limited by the banawith and speed (capacity)
of that single channel, an d its failure can cause complete
system failure. Another limitation of this architecture is
interference between stations requesting the use of the
channel, so that some kind of contention-resolving or
polling scheme must be used, making it more complex and less
efficient.
Broadcast architectures are used mainly in local area
networks (LAS) . There the communication problem is
restricted to short distances and usually higher capacity
links (1-10 megabits per second) are available. Examples of
this kind of architecture are Ethernet from Xerox
Corporation, and Hyperbus from Network System Corporation.
In this thesis we will concentrate en st ore-and-forward




II. PACKET SWITCHED HET WORKS
A. GENERAL
Perhaps the most popular kind of store and forward
network today is the packet switched network. In these
networks the communications, or messages, are subdivided
into fixed length parts called "Packets" (usually the packet
size is around 1000 bits). Packets are transmitted through
the network using the best route selected by the routing
protocols (see Chapter III) , wich exists at the time the
packet is released into the network. Each packet traverses
the network intermixed with packets of other messages.
The main advantage of packet switched networks over line
switched networks is the conservation (reduction) of
switching time. With line switching, a complete path of
communication must be set up between the source and
destination node before xhe communication begins. Path setup
is established through a signaling process. Before
transmission of a message, a reservation signal is sent
towards the destination. While traveling node by node to the
destination node, the signal reserves links along the path.
If at any intermediate node it cannot find a free link, it
waits for a link to become free while holding the links it
has reserved so far. When a link becomes free it reserves it
and goes to the next node to repeat the same process. When
the signal reaches the destination node, a path has been
reserved between source and destination nodes. As shown by
Kermani and Kleinrock in [Ref. 1], as the input traffic
increases, a network using line switching saturates very
quickly and the message delay increases rapidly. This rapid
saturation is the result of the overhead imposed by the
13

switches to set the path, which are slow relative to the
duration of a message. Because of the reservation
operation, and the exclusive use of a path, line switching
is not a good choice particularly if traffic load is high,
since it causes a substantial decrease in the network
carrying capacity. Therefore, for communication networks
which have many nodes and require the exchange cf large
number of messages, the principles used in packet switched
networks can provide a better communication scheme.
Packet switched networks support apparent full
connectivity among the nodes by virtue of the store and
forward nature of the system. Typically, packet switched
networks use fewer than (3N/2) bi-directional (duplex) links
(where N is the number of nodes) , whereas a fully connected
network requires (N x (N-1)/2) duplex links. Packet
switched networks allow traffic to be concentrated on higher
speed or lower cost links, as required to reduce channel
costs and/or transmission delays. They also allow sending
traffic through alternate routes and around failed or
congested links or nodes, increasing channel utilization,
reducing transmission delay, and making the network more
robust and dependable.
Packet switched networks require that each node be able
to process certain information about the packet itself, and
about the network structure and status, in order to assign
the correct routing to the packet. Due to this requirement
and the further need for high speed processing to operate
efficiently, each node in the network is implemented with a
programmable computer that controls its operation and
regulates its participation in the network.
Packet switched networks allow for the transmission of
both data and digitized voice conmunications, but some
special considerations cnust be taken when doing this.
Delays in data communications are not as critical as in
14

voice communications, and allow chs storage and further
reassembly of the packets to recreate the original message
(as long as all the packets corresponding to a message
eventually arrive to the destination node). Ns vsrrheless,
bit errors or packet losses are intolerable for data
communications, and a procedure for error
detection/correction is required for proper operation. In
contrast, voice communications allow for some level of bit
error and even packet loss, since the receiver (the human
brain) will in most cases interpolate and make up for the
errors. Actual experiments show that when the lost packets
constitute less than 1^ of the offered voice traffic,
ccnfortable conversation can be maintained [Ref. 2]. On the
other hand voice communications require near real-time
processing, and do not aocept out of order packets, making
it necessary to implement some kind or priority scheme that
will give precedence to voice packets over data packets, and
a routina procedure that will ensure the delivery of packets
in the same order they were generated. Speech packets must
meet a strict overall delay constraint of less than 200-500
miliseccnds [Kef. 3] for comfortable conversations, this
makes it impractical to store the packets of a message in
the receiving node until the last one arrives and then to
reorder them; it also constrains the maximum number of links
they can traverse. This constraint must be taken into
account, particularly when designing the network topology
and/or assigning link capacities, in order to ensure that




B. DATAGRAM AND VIRTUAL-CIRCUIT SERVICES
There are two basic kinds of " service" that a packet
switched network can provide, in reference to the way it
delivers its packets: Datagram service, and Virtual Circuit
service. In datagram service the packets, which are
referred tc as "datagrams", ars treated as independent
entities, that is, each packet of a message is routed and
delivered independently of the other packets of the same
message. There is no enforced relationship between the
order in whioh one node enters datagrams into th e network
and the order in which these same datagrams arrive at their
destination node. The use of this scheme requires each
datagram to contain the whole inforiation necesary for its
routing. Therefore, each packet will typically contain in
its header the destination node, the message to which it
belongs, packet number, and any other information required
by the particular routing scheme implemented.
By contrast, the virtual circuit is a sequenced service,
that is, the order in whioh the paofcets are entered into the
network is the same order in whioh they arrive at their
destination node. This is guaranteed by requiring that all
the packets of a message follow ths same route as the first
packet of that message. In this case each packet needs only
to carry in its header an identification cf the virtual
circuit to which it belongs, and the different nodes will
automatically route it thorough the links that correspond to
the virtual circuit.
A virtual circuit resembles the line switching technique
in the sense that all packets cf a message traverses the
same path, but differs froi it in that more than one virtual
circuit may simultaneously include the same link as part of
the route for its packets and thus share the use of that
link. Another important difference is that if a link or
16

node fails, the packet may be routed through alternate
routes and com muni cation is not lost as it would occur with
line switching.
Each virtual circuit requires an explicit setup
procedure (generally done by the first packet of a message
or a "request-to-send" packet) which establishes the route,
followed by a data transfer and an explicit shutdown
procedure. Once the "circuit" has been set, individual
packets do not have to carry thiir destination address,
since it was specified during setup, allowing them to carry
more data. Packetized virtual circuits emerge as a
promising approach to pure voice packet networks [Ref. 4].
Virtual circuits appear to the end users as if they were
dedicated lines; however, within the network many different
virtual circuits share the same communication links. The
network model that we chose for this study can be configured
to provide either virtual circuit or datagram service. This
characteristic allows us to compare the behavior cf the
routing algorithm for each case.
Some examples of networks than provide these kind of
services are IBM's System Network Architecture (SNA), which
provides virtual circuit service, and DEC'S Digital Network
Architecture (DNA) , which provides datagram service.
C. NETWORK LAYERS AND PROTOCOLS
In order to simplify design complexity, most networks
are organized as a series of lay=rs or levels, each one
built upon its predecesor. The purpose of each layer is to
offer certain services to the higher layers, shielding them
from the details of how the services offered are actually
implemented. The rules and conventions that govern the
timing and forward of data exchange between layers are
called protocols, and the set of layers and protocols are
17

called the network architecture. The basic aims of a network
architecture are that the network has its functions cie?rly
defined and applications and communications are separated.
At the same time, the applications interface to the network
must be as simple as possible.
There is no unique layered structure, but for this study
we will use the ens adopted by the International Standards
Organization (ISO), which is a seven layer network model
called the "Reference Model of Open Systems Interconnection"
also called DSI [Ref. 5]. The different layers of this
model are:
(1) Physical Layer






The Fhysioal Layer deals with tie actual transmission of
the raw bits over the communication link. It is the set of
electrical or mechanical functions required to establish,
maintain and release physical connections between the nodes
and transmision circuits (links) . Irs main purpose is to
ensure that if a bit 1 was sent, the receiver gets a 1 and
not a 0. No consideration is taken with the information
content of the bits, nor with character or frame boundaries.
The Data Link Layer moves one step away from the
Physical Layer, and its purpose is to present the network
with an error free communication link. This layer
establishes, maintains and releases a link connection
between two nodes. This involves the division of data into
frames, and the corresponding mechanisms to transmit them
sequentially, detect any error in their transmission, and
process the acknowledgment sent back by the receiver. Since
18

the Physical Layer merely transmits a stream of bits without
regard to -heir meaning or structura, it is up to + he data
link layer to create and racognize frame boundaries.
The next layer, the Network Layer, represents the main
concern of this thesis. It determines the main
characteristics of the units of information, or packets, and
how they are axchanged and routed through the network. This
layer is also called the Communications Subnet layer, since
it receives massages from the originator, divides them into
packets and ansures that they ara correctly received at
their destination, and in the propar order. It masks all
switching and direction consideration from the higher level
layers. It is in this layer that tha kind of service the
network will provide is determined (virtual circuit or
datagram), and thus it contains tha corresponding procedures
to handle it. Routing protocols are therefore the h<^art of
the network, and their ef fectivaness and efficiency will
affect the cvsrall performanca of tha network, probably more
than any other protocol.
The nex+ four layers, have to do with the way the
different processes in each node communicate between them,
and with processes in other nodes (Transport and Session
Layer) ; and the interfaces with tha actual users of the
system (Presentation and Application Layer) .
The transport layer, also known aa the host-host layer,
accepts data from the session layer, splits it into smaller
units if naeded, passes these to -he natwork layer, and
ensures that all the piecas arrive correctly at the other
end. It creates a distinct network connection for each
transport connection required by tha session layer, or may
multiplex several transport connactions onto the same
network connection, to reduce tha cost. In all cases, the
transport layer makes these network connections transparent
to the session layer. This layar is a true source to
19

destination or end-to-«nd layr, so a program on the source
node carries on a conversation with a similar program on the
destination node, using message headers and control
messages. In contrast, at lower layers the protocols are
carried out by each node and its immediate neighbors
(chained-layer) .
The session layer represents the true us=r interface to
the network. It establishes the logical connection
(session) between users or presentation-layer processes in
different nodes, and maintains and releases it at the users
request. To do this it converts naaes to addresses, checks
for a.cc^ss permission, type of communication (half duplex or
full duplex), etc. It also provides connection services
such as recovery, diagnosis and statistics (mainly for
performance measurements and billing) . In some networks the
session and transport layers are merged into a single layer.
The presentation layer performs functions that are
requested sufficiently often by the users. It is then better
to have the system provide them as services, rather than
allow each user to perform them in its own way. These
services include any conversion of information that might be
needed as it is transferred between end users. Some
examples are data compaction, expansion, encryption, sending
and receiving formats, convertion of data types and data
representation, terminal handling and file transfer.
The application layer represents the highest level layer
in the network. Its contents usually depends on the
individual users, since they are the ultimate sources and
destinations of information passing through a network. The
application layer does not becoms directly involved in
communication functions, and thus the need for the end user
to know abDut internal communications procedures and
protocols of the network is eliminated. The presentation
layer represents the domain of the network users, while the
20





Ill . ROUT IMS
A. DEFINITION
A central issue in the design of a Packet Switching
Network is the selection of the routing protocols which are
responsible for deciding the path to be followed by a packet
as it traverses the network. The basic concern of a routing
protocol is the efficiency of the information transfer. Its
main goal is then to determine the optimal (best) routing
policy, i.e.,the set of routes over which packets have to be
transmitted, in order to optimize a well defined objective
function (like delay, cost, throughput, etc.). It asumes
that the integrity of this transfer is provided by other
protocols (error protection, duplicate detection, security,
etc) .
In optimizing an objective function, as for example
minimum-delay, we can use two different criteria: optimize
the average system delay, or optimize the individual delay
for each source- to-destination traffic requirement.
Fortunately, aost routing solutions obtained using these two
approaches turn out to be similar (less than 1% difference),
especially for large networks with uniform requirements
[Bef. 6]. The system optimization approach, as we will see,
is generally used in static routing problems, while the
individual or user optimization concept is most common in
dynamic routing problems.
The degree of difficulty of the routing problem in any
network, is strongly influenced by the network topology. In
a star-connected network with full duplex links, for
example, only the control node aust have the routing
information since all traffic must go through it, and the
22

routing will simply be a match of the destination to the
output link that connects to that node. Another simple
arrangement is a single ring-connected network. If the links
are full-duplex, traffic oan reach any destination from any
source either way around the ring, and the routing algorithm
can be quite trivial, needing ao routing table as main
component since the shortest path can be easily computed
from the destination node number. But networks are not
always that simple, and more and more sophisticated routing
protocols are required as the complexity of the network
topology increases. Even without icaDwing the details of the
network traffic, it is possible to make some general
statements about the optimum routes, based on the network
topology. Oas example is the Optimality Principle, which
states that if node "B" is on the optimal path from node "A"
to M C", then the optimal path from "B" to nZ" falls along
the same route.
Some of the most important packet switched
communications networks in current operation. are TYMNET
(Public ccmmoa carrier network based in the d.S.) , TRANSPAC
(French's Government PIT data network), ARPANET (U.S.
Department of Defense Computer Network), SNA (IBM's System
Network Architecture) and DtfA (Digital Equipment
Corporations Digital Network Architecture). The routing
algorithms used in these aetworks tarn out to be variants,
in one form :r another, of shortest path algorithms that
route packets from source to destination over the least cost
path. The specific cost criterion used differs among the
networks. Some use a fixed cost for each link in the
network, and usually the cost is assigned inversely
proportional to the link transmissiDn capacity, in bits per
second. For a network with equal capacity links,
minimization of the path cost then generates a minimum hop
path. Links with high error rates or congestion may be
23

assigned higher costs to avoid sending too much traffic
through them. Other networks attaipt to estimate average
packet time delay on each link, and use this to assign a
link cost. The resultant source-destination path chosen,
tends to be the path with minimum average time delay. Once
the best paths have been determinai, routing tables set at
each node are used to route individual packets to the
appropriate oat going link.
Shortest path with single routas turn oat not to be
optimum, if the long-term average network delay time is to
be minimized. In this case maltiple paths, where fractions
of the packets at a node are assigned to one of several
outgoing links (perhaps on a probabilistic basis), provide
for a closer to optimal routing. This kind of routing has
not yet been used in routing schemes implemented in
operating networks, although there are plans to incorporate
this procedure in future routing mechanisms for the Canadian
DATAPAC network [ Ref . 7]. In the present study we
investigate the use of a routing protocol that allows for
the routing of packets over maltiple paths.
B. STATIC AND DYNAMIC ROOTING
Routing protocols can be grouped into two major classes:
Adaptive or Dynamic and Nonadaptive or Static. Dynamic
protocols base their routing decisions on measurements or
estimates of the current traffic and topology of th«
network, and their routing policies vary in time according
to the fluctuations of these aeasurement s. Static
protocols, in contrast, Bake those decisions independently
from the current status of the network. Their routing
policies are determined a priori and are time invariant. For
this reason, static protocols must be designed to provide




If a dynamic protocol could manage to adapt perfectly to
the changes in traffic and topology of the network, it will
naturally outperform any static protocol; but traffic loads
vary continuosly, and topology changes in ios 4: cases can not
be predicted, so dynamic protocols require complicated
computations which may slow the operation of the network.
Furthermore, sending the update information through the
network may itself increase the traffic. Static protocols,
in contrast, are usually simple, and since their
implementation is done before bringing up the network, they
do not affect the traffic lead. Nevertheless, static routing
protocols do not react to drastic changes in traffic or
topology in the network, and since nost traffic is bursty by
nature and equipment malfunctions ace not infrequent, they
may lead to congestion and misuse of some of the links.
Static Routing is widely used in. network design. There
we are interested in determining whether a given traffic
pattern can be accommodated by the network, and if it can,
what will the average delay be. Network topology is
generally designed interactively by producing small changes
(addition/deletion of links or reducing/increasing link
capacities) and observing the effects on throughput and
delay performance. This performance evaluation is
accomplished using a static routing algorithm. A method
that applies this process is the "Cut-Saturation" algorithm
for the topological layout of packet switched networks
[Ref. 8].
The degree of adaptivity of a certain routing protocol
can be measured in terms of its response time, that is, the
rate of change in the traffic ani topology of the network
which it is able to track efficiently. There is indeed a
whole spectrum of solutions to the routing problem between
the two extreaes mentioned (static and dynamic) . They are
characterized by different response times and used for
25

different applications. k comparative analysis of seme
routing alternatives that combine static and dynamic routing
features has been done by Rudin [Bef. 9]. If the ra*9 of
change of conditions in a network is slow, for example, a
periodically" refreshed static routing (or "quasistatic")
protocol, can be a reasonable solution; but if it is fast, a
dynamic routing scheme may be required.
In the static (or quasistatic) routing er.viroment, the
time between traffic pattern changes is very much larger
than the average network transmission ^.ime, so that the
routing computation can be performed in the background, at a
very slow rate, and without increasing the load on links or
nodes much. In the dynamio routing envircment, on the other
hand, the tine between traffic changes is comparable to the
time required to measure such changes, compute new routes
and implement them. In this case we must be concerned with
the time required to arrive to an optimal solution and
install it in the nodes, and the amount of overhead
introduced in both link and node usage. The frequency of
updating routing tables represents a compromise between the
desire that as soon as a change is detected the information
is immediately made known in the network, and the amount of
overhead generated by the updates.
For a fixed network topology and fixed traffic pattern
situation, the optimal static routing protocol represents
the optimal routing scheme. For deterministic steady input
then, dynamic routing protocols that use the system
optimization approach must converge to the optimal static
routing, that corresponds to the existing traffic pattern
and network topology.
The effectiveness of different static routing protocols
relative to dynamic routing protocols is not really known,
except for some suggestions from simulation. For static
routing, a well known lower bound for delay has been
26

determined by Fratta, Gerla .and Sleinrock with their "Flow
Deviation Method" [ Ref . 10]. There is no corresponding
lower bound known for dynamic routing, but in some cases,
simple dynamic routing schemes give delays significantly
lower than the best static routing delay for seme specific
network topologies. Examples can be found in YUM [Ref. 11].
Simulation studies at the British National Physical
Laboratory indicate that the addition of a dynamic
capability tc a shortest path (static) routing rule may
increase throughput by as much as 50%. [Ref. 12].
An optimal routing strategy will then use a dynamic
protocol that behaves as a statio one, when traffic and
topology of the network warrants it, and as a normal dynamic
one otherwise. Such a routing protocol should not be
sensitive to small variations in the traffic, and it should
allow routing through multiple paths to maximize utilization
of resources and reduce packet time delay.
C. DISTRIBUTED AND CENTRALIZED ROUTING •
Perhaps the most important characteristic that
differentiates the numerous routing schemes that are
currently used in packet-s withched communications networks
is the strategy used to control the selection and
implementation of the routes under different network






Deterministic Control implies fixed routes, but nodes
have precomputed tables which can be manually selected to
deal with line or node outages. An example of this kind of
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network is the 5ITA network. Isolated control strategies
involve decision making at each node based only on local
information. Information is not iv^n shared with adjacent
nodes, and thus, changes are not propagated out of the node.
Distributed control allows each node to make its own
decission on how to adapt to the changes in the network,
based on information obtained locally as well as from other
nodes. Furthermore, this strategy tries to propagate
routing information of global importance to all the nodes.
The last category, centralized control, assigns the
responsibility for all routing decisions to a single node,
usually called the Network Routing Canter or NFC (possibly
backed up by alternate nodes in case of failure) . In "his
case, all nodes must report their status and any network
changes to the NRC , as well as receive and adopt routing
decisions froi it. Of these four categories, the two most
widely used are Distributed and Centralized Control. Some
examples of networks using distributed routing are ARPANET
and DATAPAC, while TYMNET uses centralized routing.
Regardless of whether centralize! on distributed control
is used, 'hey both impose in the network a cost in time,
bandwith, buffer space and other network resources, to move
routing information from the locations where routing
policies are selected to where they are enforced. In
addition, if any dynamic routing scheme is used, it must
overcome a problem fundamental to them, namely, the short
time interval available to delivsr routing information to
and from the nodes before network conditions have changed so
much that the information is obsolete.
For dynaitic routing protocols we prefer for the
decisions to be made in a distributed fashion. The reason
is that using the centralized approach, the time it takes
the NRC to receive information fron all the nodes, calculate
the routing strategy and send it back ;o the appropriate
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nodes, can be so long that t he renting decision may be ou*
of date. In this case the dynamic routing protocol iray loose
its adaptiveaess and make what is affectively a random
change. In contrast, distributed schemes do net have as
much information, since we can usually expact to have only
the past information of all tha network (global), the
present information of the node (local), and partial
information of some other node or group of nodes. The
decision rules are usually simpler, and the propagation
delay for the exchange of status information between
neighboring nodes, can also be smaller than if sent from a
centralized center. This reduces the time elapsed between
the change of states and the changa of the routing decision.
A distributed scheme reduces the reliance on a cental node
that may fail. It may also diminish the effects of node and
link failure, since in a centralized protocol, the routes to
be used by 'rhe notification of such failures may in fact be
destroyed by them. In addition it can avoid -he increase of
traffic overhead in the proximity of the NRC, due to the
periodic collection of status reports from all the nodes,
and the distribution of routing decisions from it.
Although no mixed scheme has yet been implemented, in
principle it is possible to combine routing strategies to
compensate for each other 1 s deff iciencies, and therefore
hope to reach reach an overall improvement of routing
characteristics. An example of i routing protocol that
combines centralized with distributed routing is the
Delta-Routing. In this scheme the central controller sends
routing tables to the individual nodes, but these are used
in conjunction with local queue lengths to select the routes
to be taken by individual packets. Other schemes that
combine centralized with distributad routing are discussed
by Chu and Shen [Ref. 14],
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D. FLOW CONTROL AND CONGESTION CONTROL
In most shared communication networks, resources are
dimensioned to meet less than the peak demand requirements,
due to cost factors. This undsr dimension introduces a
reduction in the usual performance, which should be
acceptable to the users, plus a risk that the actual traffic
load may occasionally exoeed the level where acceptable
performance is obtained. The traffic load level at which
acceptable performance is just met, and where any increase
in it will make performance unacceptable, is called the
overload level. By setting this level the designer can make
the risk of non-acceptable performance as small as he wants.
Therefore, the overload level is the network's design load
level.
In a packet switched communications network, even when
the traffic level does not exceed the overload level, there
is a need to control the rate at which packets flow from on?
node to the" next and to prevent paofcets from arriving at the
receiver at a rate faster that it can handle them. We must
also make sure that the load imposed on the path between
transmitter and receiver does not exceed its capacity. A
mechanism to allocate resources to satisfy user demands as
long as there are resources, and to settle contention when
the network runs out of resources, is required. This
mechanism is usually called Flow Control. A good definition
of Flow-Control given by an din [Ref. 15], states that flow
control is "a system of algorithas which are used in a
network to prevent a single user or a user aroup from
monopolizing the network resources to the detriment of other
users".
Flow Control may be done between neighboring nodes
(local control) or between source and destination
(end-to-end control). Between neighboring nodes the flow
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control mechanism must be design to ensure that the
transmitter sends packets at a cats acceptable by the
receiver and thus protects the receiver node against
over-flowing its packet buffers and overloading its
processing capacity. Consequently, it places limits on the
number of packets at the buffers of the switching nodes.
Between source and destination nodes, flow control must be
designed to ensure that the source node does not generate
packets for the destination at a rate higher than that at
which the latter can accept them. So it places a limit on
the number of packets belonging to a source-destination
pair
.
All flow control mechanisms eitaer require the sender to
stop sending at seme point and wait for an explicit
go-ahead, or permit the receiver to discard packets at will
with impunity. Two well known flow control mechanisms are
Stop-and-Wait and Sliding-Window. Some analytic models for
the study of end-to-end and local flow control can be found
in the -literature [Ref. 16].
When the number of packets relsased into the network by
the nodes is within its carrying capacity, they are all
delivered (except for a few that may be affected by
transmission errors) . But when too many packets are present
in part of the network, it can become impossible for packets
to move, because the queues into which they should be
accepted are always full, causing the network performance to
degrade; this situation is called Congestion. Congestion
can be brought about by several factors. If the nodes are
too slew to perform the various tasks required (queuing,
updating tables, etc), their queues can build up even though
there is excess capacity in their output links. On the
other hand even if the processing speed of the nodes is
infinitely fast, queues can build up if the input traffic
rate exceeds the capacity of the output lines. This can
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happen fcr example if two or more input lines are delivering
packets all of which need to be sent by the same output
link. Congestion tends to feed upon itself and become worse
if nothing is done to control it. If the traffic increases
too far, performance may collapse completely and almost no
packets be delivered.
Many factors can cause the carrying capacity of the
network to be exceeded and cause congestion, so the network
must be able to react and take some action to control it.
Flow control techniques cannot really solve the congestion
problem because traffic is bursty, so any scheme which is
adjusted to restrict each user to -he mean traffic rate will
provide bad service when the user wants to send a burst of
traffic, even though there is no congestion. 3n the other
hand, if the flow control limit is set high enough to permit
the peak traffic to get through, it has little value as a
congestion control mechanism when several users send their
peak traffic at once. What is really needed is a control
scheme that is only triggered when the system is congested;
this scheme is called Congestion Control. Congestion control
is therefore the set of mechanisms whereby the network
maintains input traffic within limits that are compatible
with its carrying capacity.
In most packet switched networks, if a packet remains
queued for too long at some node before arriving to its
destination, retransmission will occur until a positive
acknowledgement is received, this process creates the
ability to generate traffic within the network itself. With
high volumes of traffic the generation process can create a
traffic volume equal to the remaining capacity of the
network. When this critical point is reached all buffers are
full and the network fails and remains with no throughput;
that is, it cannot receive or successfully transmit a
packet, so that ail nodes are caught in a deadly embrace.
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This extreme casa of congestion is called Lock-up and is
irreversible. The only way out is to purge the locked-up
traffic.
The general strategy is therefore preventative in
nature, and consists of controlling congestion in the first
place. If infinite buffers were provided at the nodes,
there would be no lost traffic and the network would only
congest at infinite load, well above the overload point (the
point of acceptable delay) . If to the contrary buffer size
were very small, the network will congest even at small
traffic loads, well below the overload point. Thus there is
an optimal buffer size which makes overload and congestion
occur at the same traffic level. This is desirable because
it is better to have a congestion control mechanism that
rejects overloading traffic than to have excess buffers in
which traffic may spend too much time to be useful.
Without effective congestion control, packet mean time
delay will tend to infinity and throughput will tend to
zero, as the network approaches the deadlock load. With
effective congestion control, mean time delay and throughput
will increase until they reach the saturation level and then
stay the same (flatten), remaining insensitive to further
load increases. The curves in Fig. 3.1 show network
throughput and packet transit tias delay versus offered
load, for networks with and without effective congestion
control.
It should be apparent that with effective congestion
control, if the network throughput and packet mean transit
delay flatten as offered load increases, the mean admittance
delay of packets to the network by the nodes must increase.
Fig. 3.2 shows a comparison between admittance delay and








A = With effective congestion
control
B = Without congestion control
Deadlock level
Offered load
Of f e red load
Figure 3.1 THROUGHPUT AND TRANSIT DELAY VERSUS OFFERED LOAD
Seme common types of strategies used in packet switched
networks for dealing with congestisn use pre-allocation of
resources, choking off input (that is, requiring the node
sender to reduce its traffic by seeding it a Choke-Packet)
,
packet discarding, and restricting the total number of
packets allowed in the network (Isarithraic control). Their




Trans i t de lay
Offered load
Deadlock level
Figure 3.2 DELAY VERSUS OFFERED LOAD.
SCHWARTZ and SAAD [ Ref . 17], Ireland [Ref. 18] and Davies
[Ref. 19]. Since peer routing algorithms often lead zo
congestion problems, and local conges-ion often requires at
least temporary modification of routing protocols, "he
routing problem cannot be completely divorced from that of
conges-ion control. However, in this thesis we concentrate
on the routing protocols under :a= assumption that the





Under the appropriate assumptions the optimal routing
problem can be formulated as a nonlinear multicomodity flow
problem, so that mathematical programming techniques can be
used to solve it. All the routing pro-ccols mentioned so
far are based on the assumption of the convexity of the
objective function. A very popular analytical model of data
communications networks, which relates the packet time delay
to the flows and capacities of the links, was introduced by
Kleinrock in [ Ref. 20]. In this nodal, the steady state
time delay in each link is calculated explicity as:
Tij = 1 / ( Cij - Fij )
wh e r e :
i : Is the node origin of Link (i, j) .
j : Is the node termination of Link (i, j) .
Tij: Is the expected delay per message experienced
by messages using Link (i,j).
Cij: Is the capacity of Link (i, j) in messages per
second
.
Fij: Is the data flow rate in Link (i,j) in messages
per second.
The routing assignment is then selected to minimize the
expected weighted delay " D" , of messages traversing the
network, where:
D = SUM ( Fij x Tij)
(i, j)
This analysis is based on the assumptions that traffic in
each link can be modeled as Poisson message arrivals with
independent exponentially distributed message lengths, and
that queueing delays are the only nonnegligible source of
delay in the network. The first assumption is the result of
Kleinrcck's famous "Independence Assumption", that messages
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loose their indentity at each node and are assigned new
independent lengths. The second assumption, generalized by
Kleinrock ia [Ref. 21], accounts for overhead and
propagation delays. Kleinrock's model is appropriate for
static and guasi-static situations but less appropriate for
dynamic strategies.
A generalization of this model, where the contents of
the queues at the nodes are viewed as continous quantities,
rather than as an integer number of messages or bits, is
proposed by Segall in [Ref. 22]. The continuous nature of
his model is justified by the fact that the effect of any
single message on the total systen performance should be
minimal. Using this continuous model the routing problem can
be formulated as a linear optimal control problem. Solution
to this problem has been approached via a feedback form,
obtained by means of Pontryagin's minimum principle, and
dynamic programming. Another solution involves replacing
some constraints with penalty functions, and uses this
formulation to investigate how to minimize the average
message delay, while disposing of whatever backlogs may
exist in the network at any particular point in time. A
comprehensive study of the feelback solution has been
presented by Moss in [Ref. 23 ], and solution has been
obtained for the case in which ail messages have the same
destination and the inputs are constant in time. But the
approach runs into difficulties when the general case is
considered and no solution has yet been obtained for it.
A different approach proposed by Wozencraft [Ref. 24],
involves changing the objective function while keeping the
same continuous model. Instead of trying to minimize the
average delay, the idea is to minimize the maximum delay.
This minimax approach has been extensively researched by Ros
in [Ref. 25]. The objective is then to minimize the maximal
saturation ratio (Fij / Cij) in the network. Subsequently
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the next maximal saturation ratio is minimized. Iteration
is continued in this way until a unique solution to the
corresponding problem is found or wa have exhausted all
links. At: this point we can generate a finite set of
fractions (we will call them Routing Fractions) that
represent the proportion of traffic from node "A" (any node)
to node "B" (destination node) that must be routed through
link "C" (any outgoing link of node M A") . We will call this
procedure: "Successive Saturation".
An alternate solution which requires less computational
effort consists of doing the first iteration of the
Successive Saturation method mentioned before, using its
results to scale the capaoity of the links in the network,
and then finding the set of flows that maximize the sum of
the exess capacity (slack) of all links. At this point we
have found a finite set of Routing Fractions, as defined
before. We will call this procedure: "Maximum Slack". Both
solutions use linear programming techniques and therefore
enjoy the trenendous computational benefits that thsy offer.
This thesis is part of a bigger effort to analyze the
use of Routiag Fractions in the routing protocols of a
packet switched communications network. As such it
concentrates on the study of their behavior in a static
multiple path routing strategy. Nevertheless, the model
developed as well as the computer simulation program contain
provisions for future experimentation on their use in a
dynamic routing strategy. Thesa provisions allow the
addition of a computer program that calculates the values of
the Routing Fractions (which is the matter of another thesis
being undertaken at the present tiae) . This program could
then be called upon to recalculate the values of the routing





An important character ist ic that any routing protocol
should have is to be "loop-free". Loop-freedom defines a
per destination partial ordering of the nodes in the
network, which is used by the routing protocols for the
propagation of packets through the network, to prevent them
from looping. A loop-flow exists in the routing protocol
when a packet can potentially loop, that is, it can arrive
to the same aode for the second time in its way to its
destination. A given packet may be trapped in such a loop
for a significant amount of time. If a large number of
packets start looping they can cause congestion (since
retransmission will occur until a. positive acknowledgement
is received) which begins at the locus of the loop and can
spread throughout the network. A loop-flow may exist even
if no individual packet ever loops.
The main reason for a routing protocol to be loop-free,
is the reduction in packet time delay. Other important
reasons include the simplification of higher level
protocols, and to prevent some potential deadlocks.
Most rules and procedures used to develop loop-free
routing schenes, are extensions of techniques used in
network graph theory and flow pattern analysis. The
following are some interesting examples of routing
principles derived from these techniques.
If we call the destination node '•Sink", and if node "A
is on a path from node " B" to the sink, we say "A" is
downstream from "B", and "B" is upstream from "A". In a
loop-free routing protocol, no node oan be both upstream and
downstream frsm any other node, for a given destination. If
"T" is a set of links that form a tree in the network graph,
and "F" is a set of links (not in "I") going into node "A",
then the set (r « F) is loop-free since the links going into
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node "A" cannot bs in a loop, Furthermore ths sst (T + F -
(ALL LINKS NOT IN F) ) is a tree. Sums of loop-free ires
flows are not always loop-free as might be expected
[Ref. 26].
The set of optimal routes from all sources to a given
destination form a trae routed at tas destination (such tree
is called the Sink Tree) . Therefore, it will not contain
any loop-flows, and each packet will be delivered to its
destination within a finite and bounded number cf hops. If
a fixed routing is ccntruoted by ohooeing a maximal tree in
the network graph (that is using only links directed towards
the sink), then the resulting flow is nonnegative and
loop-free, and the set of all flows determined this way is
clearly convex and loop-fr.ee.
In general, no optimal routing protocol can have
loop-flows, a fact which will tend to minimize congestion.
Seme routing algorythms oannot be said to be loop-free but
if the small number of loops whioh they do form do not
persist (transient) , and do not lead to congestion or to a
significant increase in average network delay, they may be
accepted as efficient. Aq example of this case is the new
ARPANET routing scheme 5PF (Shortest- path- first) [Ref. 27],
where a small amount cf transient looping occurs while the
network is adapting to a routing change.
An algorithm that dees not permit looping does not
necessarily result in lower delay, higher throughput, or
less congestion than an algorithm which does. However
research by Gallager [Ref. 28], has proven that the paths in
a minimum distance (optimum) solution, for a network with
link distances greater than zero is looo-free.
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IV. SIMULATION OP A PACKET SWITCHED COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK
A. MODEL CHARACTERISTICS
In the analysis of "he routing protocols of a packet
switched network, simulation has proven to be a powerful
tool to investigate their performance and carry out
comparative studies cf the different strategies. In seme
cases, such as with distributed dynamic routing, simulation
has been relied on almost exclusively because of the time
vaying behavior of the set of interactive queues, whose
theoretical study is still in its infancy.
In simulation the network and its protocols are modeled
in -"Terms of a computer program. Nevertheless, it must not
be an emulation seeking to duplicate every small detail of
the network operation. A simulation model that tries to
cover every detail is an extremely expensive, wasteful, and
slow-running operation. As a general rule one should only
simulate the system features that are relevant. Therefore
the simulation cf a routing algorithm must describe the
nodal queue handling procedures, and the routing process
itself, in full detail.
The mcdel we chose is that of a set of nodes connected
by unidirectional communication links. The number of
outgoing cr incoming links is not limited by the model; this
allows for the configuration of the network in almost any
topology desired. Each link has a buffer (we will call it a
queue) where packets are stored if the link is busy.
Transmission of packets from the queue of each link is done
in a FIFO (First in first out) fashion. Nevertheless, some
packet-prioritizing scheme can be easily added to the model,
without affecting its structure.
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Our model assumes noise-free links, -hat is, packers
arrive at their destination without any errors and no packet
loss is experienced during transmission
.
Similarly,
queueing delays and transmission time are assumed to be the
only nonnegligible sources of delays in the network.
Message traffic in a packet switched network can be
modeled as a Poissor. process, with the length of the
messages geometrically distributed. Accordingly, our model
uses a message generator that generates poisscn distributed
messages (by using exponentially distributed interarrival
times), and the number of packets for each message (message
length) is generated from a geometrio distribution.
Traffic load is another parameter that can be set to any
desired level in our model, and two ways of doing it are
provided. The first accomplishes this by setting the
average number of new messages for the network per second.
The inverse of this number is then used as zhe mean of the
exponential distribution used to generate the message
interarrival times as mentioned before. The second does it
by setting the average number of paokets per message. This
number is then used as the mean of the geometric
distribution from which the length of each message (in
packets) is generated. Both numbers are read as inputs by
the model so they can be set to any desired value.
The model accepts as inputs the probability of each node
being the source of a message, and the conditional
probability of each node being the destination given a
source node. With these two sets Df inputs, it calculates
the probability of each possible combination of nodes
(node-pair) being source and destination of a message. When
a message is generated, the model picks a node-pair randomly




As indicated in chapter thrss, the Routing Fractions
represent the proportion of traffic from nods "A" (any node)
to nods "B" (destination node) that must be routed through
link "C" (any outgoing link of node "A") . This nature of
the Routing Fractions make them readily available for their
use in a multiple path routing scheme.
The routing protocol procedures of the model are
contained in a separate module (see routine ' PICK . 3EST. LINK'
in the program description section! , to allow them to be
easily changed if required. Values of the routing fractions
corresponding to each link are read by the model, and used
by the nodes to select the outgoing link by which to route
each packet. This selection is done by picking a routing
fraction probabilisticly, and using the link that
corresponds to it as the selects! outgoing link. This
procedure, as mentioned before, allows for multiple paths in
the routing of traffic destined to any node.
Since our study concentrates on their use in a static
routing scheme, the values of the routing fractions do not
change throughout the simulation run. Nevertheless, the
model allows for the addition of a Routing Fraction
recalculation procedure, which could be executed when the
traffic load or topology changes in the network require it.
This addition will change the model's static routing scheme
into a dynamic one.
In order to make the model more flexible in adapting to
different testing conditions, we allow the network to be
configured to provide either Datagram or Virtual Circuit
services. When in the Datagram Service Configuration, the
route in terms of links to be traversed by each packet (on
its way from the source node to the destination node) , is
determined sequentially. As the packet arrives to each node,
the next outgoing link to be traversed by it is determined
by the model. This procedure is then repeated at each node
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until the packet arrives to its destination node. There,
data from it is collected by the model for the statistical
analysis of the network behavior, and then destroyed by the
model. In this way, each individual packet will traverse a
route specially determined for it at each node, and no
direct relationship exists between this route and the routes
of the other packets of the same message. Consequently, in
this procedure packets of the same message can (and most
often do) follow different paths through the network on
their way to their destination. This as we saw before,
complies with the characteristics of Datagram Service.
In the Virtual Circuit service configuration, in
contrast, the complete route to be followed by a message is
determined at the moment of its creation. This route will
then be followed by all the packets belonging to that
message. No route change is therefore experienced by any
packet after it leaves the source node. When a packet
arrives at a aode, the model checks its predetermined route
and sends the packet to the corresponding outgoing link.
This procedure is repeated at every node until the packet
arrives to its destination, where data from it is collected
(for the same statistical purposes as in datagram) and the
packet destroyed by the model.
As it is in most packet switched networks in operation,
in our model the size of all the data packets is the same,
but it can be defined to be any number of bits. In order to
do this the model accepts this size as an input, and fixes
the size of all the packets to it. If there were a
requirement to allow packets to be of different size, a
mechanism to generate these sizes could be easily added to
the model.
Another important parameter of our network model is the
link capacity, i.e. the data carrying speed of each link, in
bits per second. Our model reads the capacity of each link
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and then uses it to calculate the time required for a packet
to traverse that link (transmission time) . This
transmission time is further used to schedule the arrival of
the packet at the next nods. The modal can therefore accept
any value of capacity for each individual link, as long as
it is in bits per second.
As mentioned before, each link has a buffer or queue *o
store packets waiting for transmission. In our model we have
chosen not to limit the size of -chase queues, in order to
allow the study of the behavior of the routing fractions
without introducing any other procass that could affect the
results cf tha analysis.
Most cf the parametars of the model can be changed very
easily, to allow the simulation of different testing
conditions, as we will see. As ar: example the number of
nodas and links do not have a thecraticai limit, but must be
set before tha simulation starts, and remain fixed for tha
duration of the run. Nevertheless, tnere are some indirect
ways of changing the topology of tha network during the run,
such as setting the ccrrasponding routing fractions of any
link to zero. This will prevent anymore traffic from going
into it. In this way we can represent a link failure.
B. PARAMETERS OF THE PACKET SWITCHED NETWORK
The definition of the different variables whose values
must be read as inputs by the program is the following:
1) N.NODE : Nimber of nodes of the network, integer number.
2) N.LINK : Number of links of the network, integer number.
3) CONNECTED : Integer two-dimensional matrix that indicates
the way the links are connected in the network.
Each row represents a link and each column a node.
So position CONNECTED (A, B) must have a value of 1
if link •A' starts in node *B', a value of -1 if
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link 'A 1 ends in node • B' and a value cf
elsewere.
U) PR.ORIG : Real 1 -dimensional matrix, each row represents
a node and contains the probability of a message
being originated in that node.
5) PR.DEST : Real two-dimensional matrix, each row
represents an origin node and each column a
destination node. So position pr.dest(A,B)
contains the probability that a message that was
originated in node 'A' has as its destination node
»B«.
6) ROUT.FRAC : Real two-dimensional matrix, each row
represents a link and eacn column a node. So for
position ROUT. FRAC (A,B|
,
it contains the




that should be sent by link 'A* i.e. routing
fraction of link 'A' for node *B I . If no traffic
for node ' B» can be sent by link 'A' its value
should be zero. For our study (static scheme),
these values do not change during the simulation
run. For the future use of this program in a
dynamic routing scheme, these will only be the
initial values of the routing fractions. During
the simulation run, their values should be
recalculated every time the conditions in the
network so require (see event NEW. ROUT. FRAC in
section "D" of this chapter).
7) LNK. CAPACITY : Integer 1-dimensional matrix, each row
represents a link and contains the capacity of
that link in bits par second.
8) TIME. LIMIT : Real number that represents the length of
time the simulation run will last, in seconds.
9) REPT.TIME : Real number that represents -he interval of
time between 'NET. REPORT' events, in seconds.
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10) UP. TIME : Beal number that represents the interval of
time between * NEW . ROUT. FRAC ' events, in seconds.
11) COLL. INT : Real number that represents -he interval of
time between ' DAT A. COLLECTION 1 events, in seconds.
12) LAP. TIME : Real number that represents the interval of
time between LAP .TOTALS. RESET 1 events, in seconds
(see event 'LAP. TOTALS. RESET' in section "D" of
this chapter) .
13) LENGTH. PKI : Integer number chat represents the length
of a packet in bits.
14) AVG.MPS.NET : Real number that represents the average
number of messages per second the network will
generate.
15) AVG.PKTS.MSG : Real number that represents the average
number of packets-per-message the network will
generate.
16) PRNT : Integer number that represents the printing
condition for the run. Depending on the value set
it can print the following:
==> Initial data, network topology, net reports,
data collection messages, period reports,
collect period data messages, restart
period totals messages, lap totals reset
messages, destruction message, and end of
simulation message.
1 ==> All in plus trace of all packets.
2 ==> All in and 1 plus information of all links
every time it performs a 'NEW.MSG 1 or an
•END.XMT 1 event.
17) MO. DE : Integer number that represents the configuration
of the network for the simulation. It can -ake the
following values:
1 => Datagram service network
2 ~> Virtual Circuit service network
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The topology of the network used for our simulation is shown
in figure 4-1. It consists of a set of thirteen nodes
connected by sixty unidiractional links. To simplify the
drawing each line interconnecting two nodes in Figure 4.1
represents two links, one in each direction. Each link in
our model is assigned a number for its identification.
Appendix B contains a list of the link numoers with their
corresponding origin and termination ncdes. As mentioned
before, each link owns a queue (or buffer) whers packets are
stored temporarily while waiting for their transmission if
the link is basy. These queues havs no limit in their size.
The link capacity (the rate at which data is carried
through the link measured in bits per second) of all links
was set to 20,000 bits per second, which is tha transmission
rats that modern modems allow over dedicated lines. The
packet length used was 1000 bits, which is approximately the
maximum packet size allowed in ARPANET (1008 bits).
Transmission time is calculated by the model every time it
starts to transmit a packet through a link. For -his it uses
the capacity of the link involved, and the packet length.
The probability of a node pair to be selected as source
and destination of a message, was initially set to be equal
for all nodes. Later a non-unifora distribution was also
used to compare the behavior cf the routing scheme in
balanced and unbalanced traffic situations.
The mean lumber of messages per second for the network
and mean packets per message whers set to different values
to analize the response of the network to different traffic
loads.
Two sets of routing fractions ware used. The first set
was calculated by the successive saturation method and the
second set was calculated using the maximum slack approach.
as explained in chapter III. Both sets where tested under







The simulation of our packet switched network model was
dons using the SIMSCRIPT II. 5 Computer Language. This
language was selected because it provides an excellent means
for discrete-event simulation. Another important
characteristic of this language is that it allows the use of
Fortran subroutines. This feature makes it possible to take
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advantage of existing subroutines or programs, rather than
to waste time reprograming them in SIMSCRIPI II. 5.
SIMSCRIPT II. 5 language uses englieh-like statements and
allows for the insertion cf some extra words, that make it
easier to reai (even by someone with little practice in this
language). These characteristics aake a program written in
Simscript II. 5 almost self -documented and only seme short
comments are needed. Nevertheless, cars was taken to make
the program as modular and structured as possible, to make
it easier to change and understand. In addition tc the
simulation program, two other programs where written in
Fortran language for the display and graphing of data
collected from a simulation run, using the Disspla graphics
software package.
D. SIMULATION PEOGRAH DESCRIPTION
In writing the program one of the main objectives, as
mentioned before, was to make it flexible so as to adapt to
possible variations in the network topology or requirements
of the simulation. Consequently the values of the input
parameters can be set to adapt to most simulation
requirements, as eeen before.
The program is divided in tares major parts, the first
part is called the PREAMBLE, the second is called the MAIN,
and the third contains all the Subroutines and Events.
The preamble contains mode and dimension definitions of
Global Variables, declaration of Events and Event
priorities, and definition of Statistical Variables and
program Functions.
The main program is the driver of the simulation, it
calls and schedules the initializing Routines and Events,
and starts and ends the simulation.
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The modularity in this program is mainly accomplished by
dividing the rest of the code into subroutines and Events.
The main difference between a Subroutine and an Event, is
that a Subroutine is called upon to perform a function (or
procedure) by another Subroutine or Evant, whereas an Event
is scheduled to occur (perform its function) at a certain
point in tima. While Subroutines return control to their
caller an Event returns control to the timing mechanism of
the SIMSCRIPr II. 5 system (we will call it the Timing
Routine)
.
The different Subroutines and Events contained in the
program, and the functions they perform, are the following:
- ROUTINE NETWORK.CONSTRUCHON
This routine reads the number cf nodes and links, and
constructs the network based on those parameters.
- ROUTINE INITIALIZATION
This routine reads the values of the initial conditions
chosen by the user and initializes all 3lobal Variables
for the simulation run. It than finds the probability
of each possible pair of nodes being source and
destination of a message, by using the input variables
' PR.ORIG 1 and 'PR.DEST' using probability's General
Multiplication rule. After that it stores these values
and the corresponding node names in the matrix
• PAIRS(A,B,C) • , whera "A" is the probability of the
pair, "B" the source node, and ,, C" the destination node.
- ROUTINE PRINT. INIT. CONDITIONS
This routine prints the initial setup of the network,
and values of the initial conditions chosen for the
simulation run.
- ROUTINE SELECT. NODES
This routine selects a node-pair by picking a random
number uniformly distributed from 0.0 to 1.0, and
comparing it with all the node-pair probabilities listed
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in an accummulat ive fashion. Ths nods pair
corresponding to the probability range where ths random
number falls, is selected. It then assigns the number
correspondig to the row of the matrix 'PAIRS' that
contains ths node-pair selected, to the variable 'LOW
and returns this value.
ROUTINE TO PICK. BEST. LINK GIVEN O.DE, DE.ST
This routine selects the best outgoing link, given the
node where the packet is (ND.DE), and the packet
destination (DE.ST). It firec finds the value of the
routing fraction of each outgoing link of 'NO.DE' that
corresponds to the destination node 'DE.ST*. Selection
is then done by picking a random number uniformly
distributed from 0.0 to 1.0 and matching it to the
values of the routing fractions found, listed in an
accummulative fashion. The routing fraction that
corresponds to the range where the number falls,
determines the link t o be used. The name of the link
chosen is returned as the value of the variable
•BST.PCK'.
ROUTINE TO SET. VIRTUAL .CIRCUH GIVEN START. NODS AND
END. NODE YIELDING 'Y' AND 'BE. LI'
This routine finds the Virtual Circuit for a message,
given its origin node (START. NODE) and destination node
(END. NODE). To do this it calls the routine
•PICK. BESL LINK' with the values of 'START. NODE' and
•END. NODE', and sets a counter to 1. When the value of
•BST.PCK' is received back, it compares the
termination- node of that link with 'END. NODE'. If they
do not coincide, it calls ' PICK. BEST. LINK' again, but
this time with the name of the termination-node of
'BST.PCK* and 'END. NODS'. It then increases the counter
to 2. The process is repeated until the termination node
of 'BST.PCK', and with 'END. NODS' are the same. The
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number of links in the Virtual Circuit is then returned
as the value of the variable 'I', and the name of ths
succesive links en ths Virtual Circuit, as the values of
the array BE. LI
.
ROUTINE PERIOD. REPORT
This routine calculates and prints the status and
statistical data of ths network, collected by the system
during a period. The starting time of a period is taken
from the variable « LAS T. PERIOD 1 (which is reset every
time this routine is executed), and the ending time from
•TIHE.V 1 . The routine RESTART. PERIOD. TOTALS' ,
reinitializes all the totals and variables used in each
period, so status and statistical data collected during
each period is independent of tie rest.
ROUTINE COLLECT.PERIOD.DATA
This routine calculates and outputs some period data to
•UNIT 9', for further graphing and/or analysis. The
starting time of a psriod is taKen from the variable
• LAST. PERIOD 1 (which is reset every time this routine is
executed), and the ending time from 'TIME.V. The
routine 'RESTART .PERIOD .TOTALS' , reinitializes all the
totals and variables used in each period, so data
collected during each period is independent of the rest.
•Unit 9' must be defined as one of the system units
(printer, tape, mass-storage, etc.), before the program
can run.
ROUTINE RESTART. PERIOD. TOTALS
This routine reinitializes the totals and global
variables used in a period, and sets the period starting
time, every 'UP. TIME' seconds.
EVENT NEW.MSG
This event calls the routine ' S ELECT. NODES • and using
the value of 'LOW returned by it, finds the origin and
destination nodes for the message from the corresponding
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row of tha matrix •PAIRS 1 . Onoe this is done the event
picks a geometrically distributed random number,
following the procedure indicated in appendix A, and
uses it as the number of packers for this message.
If •MO'.DE = 1' has been selected, the event calls
•PICK. BEST. LINK' (giving the source and destination
nodes of the message) , to find the best outgoing link
(from the source nods) . It :aan finds tha number of
packets ia the Propagation Queue (queue where packets
are stored for a period equal -o their transmission-time
over that link, to simulate that they are been
transmitted) and the Status (coidition that indicates if
a packet is being transmitted by the link) of this link,
and saves this information for further use. After doing
this, it generates the packets indicated by 'NUM.PKTS* ,
and for each one, it creates a record with the name of
the source node and files it in the 'TRIP. RECORD 1 of the
packet. The event then files uhe packets in the queue
of the outgoing link selected.
If * MO.DE = 2* has been selected, the event calls
1 SET. VIRTUAL. CIRCUIT • (giving the source and destination
nodes of the message), to find the Virtual Circuit for
the packets of the message. It then uses the first link
of 'BE. LI 1 , as the the best outgoing link (from the
source node). The event then finds the number of packets
in the Propagation Queue and the Status of this link,
and saves this information for further use. After this
it creates each of the packets indicated by 'NUM.PKTS*,
records the rest of their Virtual Circuit in their
•TRIP. RECORD', and files them in the queue of the link
selected.
When the process is completed, for any 'MO.DE' selec-ed,
the event recalls the values of the Status and
PropagatiDn Queue size of the link selected, and only if
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they were both zero (which means ao packet is currently-
being transmitted by it or link is idle) , schedules an
event START. XMT for this link to be executed "NOW". it
is important to mention that svants scheduled to be
executed NOW, within an event, are executed as soon as
the event returns control to tha timing routine. They
preceed events having the same event-tim? (time at which
they must be executed) , that may have been scheduled
before.
The event NEW.MS3 then pioks a random number
exponentially distributed as the nsw message
interarrival-time, and schedules another event NEW.HSG
at that time from now, if there is enough time before
the end of the run. If there is not enough time left it
does not scheduled it. After this the event returns
contrcl to the Timing Routine.
EVENT START.XMT 3IVEN LI.NK
This event removes the first packet from the queue of
•LI.NK' and finds out its destination node. If this
node coincides with the termination-node of 'LI.NK' it
schedules an event 'ARRIVAL' for this link, in
transmission-time seconds from now. If they do not
coincide, it schedules an event 'XMT. END' for this link,
in transmission- time seconds from now. After scheduling
one of these events, it files the packet in the
Propagation Queue of 'LI.NK' and returns control to the
Timing Routine.
EVENT END. XMT GIVEN XMT. LINK
This event removes the packet from the propagation queue
of 'XMT. LINK*. If 'MO.DE = 1' has been selected, it
checks if the termination-node nf * XMT. LINK' is equal to
any of the records of the packet's 'TRIP. RECORD' . If so,
the packet has looped, and the event collects
information about it, destroys the packet, and returns
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control to the timing routine. If not, the event calls
•PICK. BEST. LINK' with the termiaa tior.-node of 'XMT.LINK'
and the destination node of ths packet to find the new
best outgoing link. It then finds the number of packets
in the Propagation Qua ue and Status of this link, and
saves this information for further use. After doing
this, it creates a record with the name of the
termination-node of 'XMT.LINK 1
,
and files it in the
• TRIP.RECDRD ' of the packet. The event then files the
packet in the queue of the outgoing link selected.
If 'MO.DE = 2' has been selected, the event reads the
next lick of the packet's Virtual Circuit from its
•TRIP. RECORD'. It then finds the number of packets in
the Propagation Queue and the Status of this link, and
saves this information for further use. After this, it
files the packet in the queue of that link.
When the process is completed for any •MO.DE* selected,
except for the case when the packet looped in •MO.DE =
1* (in this oase control has already been returned to
the timing routine, and no further action is taken by
the event), the event recalls the values of the Status
and Propagation Queue size of the link selected, and
only if they were both zero, *hich means no packet is
currently being transmitted by it (or link is idle)
,
schedules an event START. XMT for this link to be
executed "NOW". Finally the event returns control to
the Timing Routine.
EVENT ARRIVAL GIVEN ARR.LNK
This event removes the first paoket from the Propagation
Queue of •ARR.LNK', records information about it and
destroys the packet.
EVENT NEW. ROOT. FRAC
This event was added to allow for the further use of
this program, to investigate the behavior of the Routing
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Fractions in a dynamic routing scheme. This can be
accomplished by inserting in this event, or calling from
it, a subroutine to recalculate the Routing Fractions.
To aid in this recalculation of the Routing Fractions,
this event collects information of queue length,
utilization per period (percentage of time the link is
busy per period) , and utilization per lap (percentage of
time the link is busy per lap), of every link.
The new subroutine can thsi use the information
collected by this event, and any of the global variables
of the program like • LNK. CAPACITY' and 'CONNECTED', to
find the new routing fractions. 3y setting the value of
the variable 'UP. TIME', the evaat ' NEW .RO UT. FRAC « can be
executed at any time during tha simulation run, when the
conditions in the network reguirs it.
EVENT LAP. TOTALS. RESET
This event reinitializes lap totals of the simulation,
every 'LAP. TIME' seconds. The purpose of the lap totals
is to allow the simulation to keep statistics of link
utilization for arbitrary periods (laps) to be selected
by the user by setting the value of the variable
•LAP. TIME'. The ability to calculate link utilization
per lap was added to allow its use by the event
• NEW. ROUT. FRAC when the dynamic: case is analized.
EVENT NET. REPORT
This event calculates and prints status and statistical
data of the simulation, up to the time it is performed.
Since variables and totals involved are not reset during
the run, every time this svent is performed its
calculations are done for the period from time zero up





This event calculates and outputs seme simulation data
to * UNIT 8' for further graphing and/or analysis. Sines
variables and totals involved are not reset during the
run, every time this event is performed its calculations
are done for the period from tiaa zero up to the time of
execution. 'Unit 8* must be defined as one of the
system units (printer, tape, mass-storage, etc.), before
the program can run.
- EVENT DESTRUCTION
This event cancels all events that remain scheduled for
execution in the Timing Rcutins. So after execution of
this event, control of the program returns to statement
following 'START SIMULATION 1 in the "MAIN* (or driver of
the program) , and the simulation can be ended.
E. SIMULATION OUTPUTS DESCRIPTION
The main purpose of any simulation is to provide a means
to observe and measure different parameters of interest, of
a process that resembles the actual behavior of a s.pecific
system. Thus an evaluation of its performance and other
important characteristics can be obtained, without the need
for a physical implementation of the system. To accomplish
this, five modules of our program wiere designed to collect,
calculate and output information about the simulation run.
They are:
-Routine • PRINT. I NIT. CONDITIONS'
-Routine PERIOD. REPORT
•
-Routine • COLLECT .PERIOD. DATA
-Event 'NET. REPORT'
-Event • DATA. COLLECTION'
The following subsections describe the contents of outputs
generated by these modules, and inolude a brief explanation
of the names used in them (which Bust be complemented by
information given in previous sections of -his chapter).
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In addition to these modules, the program of Appendix F
was written to allow the graphing of data collected by the
event 'DATA. COLLECTION' using the Disspla Graphics Software
package. Sinilarly, the program of Appendix G allows
graphing of data collected by routina "COLLECT. PERIOD. DATA'
.
A sample cf some of the plots thesa programs can produce is
shown in Appendix D.
1 • IHITI& L REPO RT
The routine • PRI NT. INITIAL. CONDITIONS ' performs two
functions. First, it prints a raport of the network setup
and initial conditions cf the simalation (we will call it
"Initial Report"). Second, it outputs most of this
information to 'Unit 8' and 'Unit 9', for its further use in
the graphing and/or analysis of data collected by Event
'DATA. COLLECTION' and Routine • COLLECT. PERIOD. DATA'
,
respectively. Units 8 and 9 can ba any unit of the computer
system used, previously defined by the user.
The raport prints! by this routine is divided in
four sections, which contain the following information:
a) A list of the following variables that control the
simulation indicating their values read by tha program:
- NUMBER OF NODES
Number of nodes of the network, as indicated by the
input variable 'N.NODE'.
- NUMBER OF LINKS
Number of links of the network, as indicated by the
input variable 'N.LINK'.
- DURATION OF SIMULATION
Time in seconds when the run will stop, as indicated
by the input variable 'TIME. LIMIT' .
- REPORT GENERATION INTERVAL
Time interval between 'NET. REPORT' events in




- ROOTING UPDATE INTERVAL
Tims interval between ' NEW. ROUT. FR AC 1 events in
seconds, as indicated by the input variable
'UP. TIME'. This is a provision for the future use
of the program in the analyisis of the dynamic case.
- DATA COLLECTION INTERVAL
Time interval between DATA. COLLECT ION* events in
seconds, as indicated by the input variable
'COLL. INT'.
- LAP INTERVAL
Time interval between • LAP. TOTALS. RESET' events in
seconds, as indicated by the input variable
•LAP. TIME'.
- PACKET LENGTH
Length of packets in bits, as indicated by the input
variable • LENGTH. PKT 1 .
- AVG. MESSAGES PER SECOND FOR NETWORK
Average number of messages-per-secor.d for the
network, as indicated by the input variable
•AVG.MPS.NET'.
- AVG. PACKETS PER MESSAGE FOR NETWORK
Average number of packet s-per-message for the
network, as indicated by the input variable
'AVG.PKTS.MSG'.
- PRINT CONDITION
Print condition for the ran, as indicated by the
input variable 'PRNT'.
- MODE SELECTED
Type of service to be provided by the network, as
indicated by the input variable 'MO.DE'.
b) A list of all the links in the network including their
name, node origin, node destination, and capacity (in
bits per second) , as indicated by the input variables




c) A list of the Routing Fractions that have non-zero
values, including the nodes to which they correspond, as
indicated by the input variable 'ROUT.FRAC
d) A list of the node pairs that aave non-zero probability
of being selected as origin and destination of a message,
as calculated by the program from the values of the input
variables 'PR.ORIG', and 'PR.DEST'.
Data output by this routine to 'Unit 8 1 of the system
includes the following:
- NUMBER OF NODES (same as Initial Report) .
- NUMBER OF LINKS (same as Initial Report).
- MODE SELECTED (same as Initial Report).
- PACKET LENGTH (same as Initial Report) .
- AVG. MESSAGES PER SECOND FOR NETWORK (same as Initial
Report) .
- DURATION OF SIMULATION (same as Initial Report) .
- ROUTING UPDATE INTERVAL (same as Initial Report)
.
- LAP INTERVAL (same as Initial Report) .
- DATA COLLECTION INTERVAL (same as Initial Report).
- AVG. PACKETS PER MESSAGE FOR NETWORK (same as Initial
Report) .
Data output by this routine to 'Unit 9* of the system,
includes the same information indicated for 'Unit 8*, except
for "DATA COLLECTION INTERVAL" which is not included.
2. PERIOD REPORT
The routine •PERIOD. REPORT' collects status and
statistical information during a period of the simulation,
and prints it in a report-like format (we will call it
"Period Report"). As mentioned before, information of each
period is independant from the rest, since the routine
'RESTART. PERIOD. TOTALS' reinitializes all the variables and




a) A list of all the links in the network (including their
origin and destination nodes for ease of identification) ,
indicating their period utilization (proportion of tints
being involved in transmission or "busy"); the mean,
maximum value, and standard deviation of their "queue
size" for the period; and the present size of their queue
and propagation queue.
b) A list of the status and statistics of the network, which
includes the following information:
- AVERAGE LINK UTILIZATION
Average calculated using the "link utilization"
values of all links, for the period. Its worth
noting that a value of 'MAXIMUM LINK UTILIZATION' is
not iacluded as a periodical statistic, because for
any useful analysis the traffic load used will cause
this quantity to be 1.0 for most periods, and
therefore it loses its significance.
- AVERAGE QUEUE SIZE
Average calculated using the "mean queue size" of
all links (in packets) , for the period.
- MAXIMUM QUEUE SIZE
Is th= largest value observe!, of the "queue size"
of all links (in packets), during the period.
- STD.DE7. OF QUEUE SIZE
Is the average value of the "standard deviation" of
the "queue size" of all links, for the period.
- NUMBER OF MESSAGES GENERATED (For the period).
- NUMBER OF PACKETS GENERATED (For the period) .
- AVERAGE PACKETS PER MESSAGE (For the period)
.
- NUMBER OF PACKETS COMPLETED TRIP (During the period) .
- NUMBER OF PACKETS THAT LOOPED (During the period)
.




c) A list of statistics of the packets that arrived tc their
destination during the period which includes the
following information:
- AVG. LENGTH OF TRIP
Average of "trip length" values of all packets that
arrived to their final destination during the
period, in "hops".
- AVG. TOTAL TRIP TIME
Average of "trip time" values of all packets that
arrived to their final destination during the
period, in seconds.
- AVG. TIME SPENT IN QUEUE
Average of "mean time spent in queue" values of all
packets that arrived to their final destination
during the period, in seconds.
- AVG. TIME PER HOP
Average of "mean time per hop" values of all packets
that arrived to their final destination during the
period, in seconds.
3. PERIOD DATA
The routine 'COLLECT. PERIOD. DATA' collects status
and statistical information during a period of the
simulation (we will call it "Period Data") , and outputs it
to 'UNIT 9', for its further graph and/or analysis. As in
the case of Period Report, information of each period is
independent from the rest. Data collected and output by
this routine corresponds to the following information:
- Time of execution of the routine (or end of the period),
in seconds.
- TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKETS STILL IN NETWORK (Same as Period
Report)
.
- AVERAGE LINK UTILIZATION (Same as Period Report) .
- AVERAGE QUEUE SIZE (Same as Period Report) .
- MAXIMUM QUEUE SIZE (Same as Period Report).
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- AVG. LENGTH OF TRIP (Same as Period Report)
.
- AVG. TOTAL TRIP TIME (Same as Period Report
.
- AVG. TIME SPENT IN QUEUE (Same as Period Report).
- NUMBER OF PACKETS THAT LOOPED (Same as Period Report)
.
4. NETWORK REPORT
The event ' NET. REPORT 1 , when executed, collects
status and statistical information about the simulation and
prints a report (we will call it "Network Report"), that
resembles the Period Report. The main difference between
this two reports is the time frame used to compute the data
used by them. While for Period Report variables and totals
used are reset at the end of each period, for Network Report
they are never reset. In consecuetioe, each Network Report
contains information for the "period" from time zero (start
cf simulation) , up to its execution time.
The Network Report is divided in three sections,
which contain the following information:
a)- A list of all the links in the network (including their
origin and destination nodes for ease cf identification)
,
indicating their utilization up to now; ths mean, maximum
value, and standard deviation cf their "queue size" up to
now; and the present size of their gueue and propagation
queue.
b) A list of the status and statistics of the network, which
includes the following information:
- AVERAGE LINK UTILIZATION
Average calculated using the "link utilization"
values of all links, up to now.
- MAXIMUM LINK UTILIZATION
Largest value observed, of the "Link Utilization"
for all links, up to now.
- AVERAGE QUEUE SIZE
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Average calculated using the "mean queue size" of
all links (in packets) , up to now.
- MAXIMUM QUEUE SIZE
The largest value observed, of the "queue size" of
all links (in packets) , up to now.
- STD.DEV. OF QUEUE SIZE
The average value of the "standard deviation" of the
"queue size" of ail links, up to now.
- HUMBIB OF MESSAGES GENERATED (Up to now).
- NUMBER OF PACKETS GENERATED (Op to now) .
- AVERAGE PACKETS PER MESSAGE (Up to now).
- NUMBER OF PACKETS COMPLETED TRIP (Up to now) .
- NUMBER OF PACKETS THAT LOOPED (Up to now).
- TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKETS STILL IN NETWORK (Up to now) .
- AVERAGE PACKETS IN THE NETWORK (Up to now) .
c) A list of statistics cf the packets that arrived to their
destination up to now, which includes the following
information:
- AVG. LEN3TH OF TRIP
Average of "trip length" values of all packets that
arrived to their final destination up to now, in
"hops".
- AVG. TOTAL TRIP TIME
Average of "trip time" values of all packets that
arrived to their final destination up to now, in
seconds.
- AVG. TIME SPENT IN QUEUE
Average of "mean time spent in queue" values of all
packets that arrived to taeir final destination up
to now, in seconds.
- AVG. TIME PER HOP
Average of "mean time per nop" values of all packets





As in the case of the Network Report, the event
•DATA. COLLECTION 1 when executed, collects status and
statistical information of the simulation (we will call it
"Network Data"), for the "period" from time zero (start of
simulation) , up to its execution tine. It then outputs this
data to 'UNIT 8', for its further graphing and/or analysis.
Data collected and output by this routine corresponds to the
following information:
- Time of execution of the event, in seconds.
- TOTAL NUMBER OF PACKETS STILL IN NETWORK (Saaie as Network
Report) .
- AVERAGE LINK UTILIZATION (Same as Network Report) .
- AVERAGE QUEUE SIZE (Same as Network Report) .
- MAXIMUM QUEUE SIZE (Same as Network Report) .
- AVG. LENGTH OF TRIP (Same as Network Report).
- AVG. TOTAL TRIP TIME (Same as Network Report).
- AVG. TIME SPENT IN QUEUE (Same as Network Report)
.
- NUMBER OF PACKETS THAT LOOPED (Saie as Network Report).
- MAXIMUM LINK UTILIZATION (Same as Network Report).




7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. CONCLUSIONS
The simulation was run at diffarsnt traffic loads, which
allowed us to determine the maximum load that the
routing-fraction protocol could handle with this network
configuration before saturating (we will call it saturation
load). As shown in Figure D. 1 of Appendix D, for the
uniformly distributed traffic case wiuh all link capacities
set to 20,000 bits-per-second , saturation load was found to
be 440 packets-per-second into the network. This load was
then generated using different degrees of traffic
granularity, i.e., different combinations of
messages-per-second and pa ckets-per-raessage (both for the
network) .
As shown in Table I, for -he different degrees of
traffic granularity tested (for the saturation load
maintained at the same level) the running average of packets
in the network, total time delay of packets -hat completed
trip, average time spent in queue of packets that completed
trip, and average queue size, where found to increase
proportionally with the number of packets-per-message.
The maximum link utilization for the network was
observed to decrease by a very small amount as we increased
the number of packets-per-message. This reduction in link
utilization is caused by the time faotor that is included in
its calculation (link utilization represents the proportion
of time a link is involved in transmisicn of packets or
"busy"), and the lower average number of messages received
by the nodes for the same period. As we increase the number
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level, we reduce the numbar of messages-per-second into the
network. Thase changas will increase the message
interarrival-tiae which is exponaatially distributed with
mean: ( 1 / massages-per-se cond ). In addition for the same
period, fewer nodes will receive naw massages. The final
effect is that on the average, thara will be an increase in
the time queues will be empty waiting for a new packet to
arrive, and maximum link utilization will be slightly lower.
The running average number of packets in the network at
the saturation level, for the different degrees of
granularity, was found to be aproximateily equal to the
theoretical value given by Little's formula [ Ref . 29], which
states that
:
E(N) = S (T) XL
where
:
E (N) : Average value of packets La the network.
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E (T) : Average value of time delay.
L : Average packets per second entering the network.
This results confirm that the protocol behaves correctly for
different traffic situations and conforms with the
theoretical values expected.
A series of tests where performed using unbalanced
traffic generation patterns, to investigate protocol
performance under these conditions. The results of course
showed that for unbalanced traffic situations performance
degraded, due to the uss of routing fractions which where
calculated for a different (uniforniy distributed) traffic
load.
For the static routing case, then, an estimation of the
traffic distribution is of primary importance if routing
fractions are to be used, since the procsdurs used for their
calculation will render a set of routing fractions which are
optimal only for that traffic distribution. This result
allows us to anticipate that for the dynamic case (where
recalculation of the routing fractions to be used by the
protocol will be dons when variations in traffic
characteristics or topology in the networic warrant it) , the
protocol should render as good rssults as for the static
case, since this recalculation procedure will maintain the
routing fractions suited for existing conditions in the
network. The main consideration will then be to determine
when this routing fraction recalculation should be done.
A minimum number of hops (minimum-hops) , single-path,
static routing protocol was also calculated, as indicated in
Appendix C. Simulation runs where performed for the
minimum-hops and routing-fraction protocols under the same
conditions to determine their relative performance. Results
showed that the maximum load that the minimum-hops protocol
could handle before saturation was 335 packets-per-second
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into the network (see Figure D.2 of Appendix D) . This load
is 23% lower than the one found for the routing- fraction
protocol.
As shown in Table II and Figures D.3 to D.5 of Appendix
D, performance of the routing-fraction protocol for the 335
packets-per-sacond load was found to be significantly better
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From the different status and statistical information
gathered by the events and routines of the simulation
program, the "Running Averaga of Packets in the Network",
"Average Total Trip Time", "Averaga Time in Queue", and
"Average Queue Size", where found to give the best
indication of the way the protocol handled the traffic
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during the simulation, and therefore were prefered as
performance measures and for comparison between protocols.
In a similar way "Maximum Link Utilization" and "Total
Number of Packets Still in the Network", gave us a better
indication of the maximum traffic loads the routing protocol
could handle. In addition "Number of Packets that Completed
Trip" when compared with "Number of Packets Generated"
indicated the protocol's throughput performance.
Throughout our research the use 3f the graphing programs
of Appendix F and Appendix G proved to be extremely useful
since they provided an excellent means of visualizing and
comparing large amounts of information. A sample output of
some of the plots these programs can produce is shown in
Appendix D.
A comparison was done between the virtual circuit
service and datagram service configurations. For this
comparison we used the successive saturation set of routing
fractions, uniformly distributed traffic and link capacities
set to 20,000 bits-per-second. Results showed that there is
no significant difference between the two. This similarity
is explained by the fact that the routing fractions used
remain fixed throughout the simulation run and thus no
difference is introduced by selecting the complete route of
the message at the time it is generated.
All the tests mentioned previously where done using a
set of routing fractions generated by the Successive
Saturation method. As indicated in Chapter III Section E,
another way of calculating routing fractions is the Maximum
Slack method. In order to determine their relative
performance, several simulation tests where performed using
routing fractions calculated by tti2 Successive Saturation
method, and then repeated under the same conditions using
routing fractions calculated by the Maximum Slack method.
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Results showed that for a. network with ^xc^ss carrying
capacity, i.e., traffic load much Lower than ths saturation
load, the Maximum Slack sat of routing fractions performed
equally to the Successive Saturation set. For the case of
traffic load near the saturation load, the Successive
Saturation set performed better, md even gave a higher
level of saturation load. This difference in performance is
explained by the fact that when calculating the routing
fractions using the Maximum Slack method, we maximize the
sum of the slack saturation-ratio of all links, which tends
to saturate more the links with higher capacity. In
contrast, in the Successive Saturation method we tend to
distribute saturation more uniformly among the links.
The maximum- slack routing fractions will therefore tend
to use the excess capacity of the network, when there is
seme, and its performance then approaches that of the
successive-saturation set. When there is no excess capacity
in the network (near the saturation load) , the routing
fractions calculated by the successive-saturation method
make better use of the available capacity, by spreading the
traffic more uniformly over the network, and thus have a
better performance.
Comparison was also made between the maximum slack set
of routing fractions and the mininum-hops protocol. The
saturation load of maximum-slack routing fractions was 420
packets-per-second, while for miniaum-hops protocol it was
335 packets-per-second, which is 19£ lower than the former.
As shown in Table III, for the 335 packets-per-second load
we found that the maximum slack set of routing fractions
also rendered a much better performance than the
minimum-heps protocol.
From these results we may conclude that the
routing- fraction protocol is a much better alternative for
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path routing protocol. In addition, the successive
saturation method should always be used when working with
traffic loads that are close to the saturation load, and the
maximum slack method should only be used when there is
enough excess capacity in the nstwork (compared to the
saturation load) , or when simplicity in the calculation is
required.
B. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY
The present, study was done keeping in mind the future
use of some Df its contents for the invest iga 4
-
ion of the
performance of routing fractions in a dynamic routing
application. Additions have been made, when possible, of
mechanisms that will facilitate this future work.
Furthermore, provisions have been made in the simulation
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program, to allow for the insertion of a subprogram to
recalculate the values cf tha routing fractions.
For the analysis of "he static case, status and
statistical information was obtained mainly from events
•NET. REPORT' and ' DATA. COLL ECTION 1 , which use a time basis
from the start of the simulation up to event execution time
("total-time"). In contrast data from routines
•PERIOD. REPORT 1 and 'COLLECT. PERIOD. DATA* , which use a time
basis from the start of period to tie end of *:he same period
("period-time"), was used mostly for validation of
total-time data. Nevertheless we have designed the latter
with similar capabilities for gathering status and
statistical information about the simulation as tha former.
This is because we expect tha periol-time data to become the
prefered source of information for the analysis of the
dynamic case, given the periodical nature of its process.
We can also anticipate that the ^ueue size and link
utilization measurements will play an important rol in the
decision cf when to recalculate the values of the routing
fractions, since their values directly reflect when a link
is being saturated.
The built-in capability of the simulation program to
configure the network to provide Virtual Circuit service
should also become an important subject of investigation for
the dynamic case. This aspect beoomes more evident if we
recognize that for this case routing fractions will change
their values from time to time, and thus mixtures of virt.ual
circuits created using different sets of routing fractions
will exist simultaneously in the network, the interactions




GENERATION OP GEOMETRICALLY DISTRIBUTED NUHBER OF PACKETS
The Geometric distribution is closely related to the
Binomial distribution. The variaDle in the Geometric
distribution is the number of trials preceding the first
success, in a sequence of indepeaiant Binomial trials with
probability of occurence equal to "p". Its probability
density function (PDF) is:
x-1
p (1 - p) for x = 1 , 2, 3, . ..
f(x) =
otherwise
The mean of che Geometric distribat ion is (1/p) and the
variance (1-p) /p2. A Geometrically distributed random
number can be generated directly from a standard
uniformly-distributed numbsr, by mapping it to the Geometric
cummulative distribution function (CDF). rhs CDF of the
Geometric distribution is:
x
1 - (1-p) for x = 1 , 2, 3, . ..
F(x) =
for x < 1
Let "y" be a number uniformly distributed between 0.0 and
1.0, then:
y = 1 - (1-p)*
1 - y = (1-p)*
ln(1-y) = x In (1-p)
x = ln(1-y) / in(1-p|
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Since "y" is uniformly distributed from 0.0 to 1.0, then
(1-y) will also be uniformly distributed from 0.0 to 1.0,
therefore:
x = ln(y) / ln(1-pi
We must then round "x" to the closest integer that is higher
or equal to it (since the Geometric is a discrete
distribution), zo get the value of the random number we are
Icoking for.
To determine the number of pickets for each message
generated during the simulation run, we follow this
procedure, and assign the value of the number obtained to
the variable 'NUM. PKTS*. This variable is then used by the




























































52 1 1 13
53 1 2 5
54 1 2 8




57 1 3 9
58 1 3 10





flINIMDM NUMBER OF HOPS SINGLE PATH ROOTING TABLE
Tc calculat9 the vaiues of a minimum number of hops
(minimum-heps) single path routing table for the network of
our study (see Figure 4.1 of Chapter IV), where all links
have equal weight, we used the networks symmetry to simplify
the procedure. He therefore divided the process into the
following 4 steps:
1) Find the sink-tree (set of routes for packets from all
nodes to the node selected) for one of the nodes
located at the external vertices of the network. The
resulting sink-tree shown in Figure C. 1 , can then be
transformed into a sink-tree for the rest of the nodes
located at external vertices of the network, by simply
rotating it.
2) Repeat the procedure mentioned before but this time for
nodes located at internal vertices of the network. The
resulting siak-tree is shown in Figure C.2.
3) Find the sink-tree for the node located at the center of
the network. The resulting tree is shewn in Figure
C.3.
4) Osing the foregoing sink-trees construct the
corresponding routing table. The resulting table is
shown ia Table 17 . The left column indicates the
sending node, the upper row indicates the destination
node, aad the contents of the table indicates the node




















NODE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1 12 13
1 - 2 3 4 5 2 3 5 2 2 5 5 2
2 1 - 3 1 1 6 6 1 9 9 9 9 9
3 1 2 - 4 4 6 7 4
r
o & 7 4 7
4 1 3 3 - 5 3 7 8 7 7 8 8 8
5 1 1 1 4 - 1 4 3 1 1 2 12 12 12
6 3 2 3 3 3 - 7 7 9 10 10 7 10
7 4 3 3 4 8 6 - 8 6 10 1 1 11 10
8 4 7 4 4 5 7 7 - 11 1
1
1 1 12 1 1
9 2 2 2 2 13 6 10 13 - 10 13 13 13
10 6 6 6 7 7 6 7 1 1 9 - 1 1 11 13
11 7 10 7 8 8 10 7 8 10 10 - 12 13
12 5 5 5 5 5 13 8 3 13 1 3 1 1 - 13




GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION OF DATA COLLECTED DURING SIMULATION
The following plots where obtained using the graphing
programs cf appendixes E and F. Dae to space constraints
only the most important data is shown plotted.
Figure D. 1 shows the number of packers still in the
network, for 440 packets-per-second (saturation load) , and
460 packets-per-sacond (higher than saturation load) for the
routing-fraction protocol.
Figure D. 2 shows the number of packets still in the
network for 335 packets-par-seconil (saturation load), and
350 packets-par-second (higher than saturation lead) for the
minimum number of hops (minimum-hops) protocol.
Figures D. 3 to D.6 rapresent a graphic comparison of
data collected during simulation of the routing-fraction and
minimum-hops protocols, for the 335 packets-per-second load.
Tha upper plot of each figure corresponds to data from the
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NUMBER OF NODES i 13
NUMBER OF LINKS : 60
flVG MESSAGES PER SEC: 140.00
AVG PACKETS PER MSG.: 1.00
PACKET LENGTH : 1000 BITS
SERVICE : OflTBGRAM
DURATION OF RUN: 170.00 SECS
UPDATE INTERVAL : 20.00 SECS
LAP INTERVAL i 10.00 SECS
0.0 a.o 51.0 ta.O 95.0 102.0 118.0 135.3 153.0 170.0
TIME (SECS)
PACKETS STILL IN NETWORK
r i








NUMBER OF NODES I 13
NUMBER OF LINKS i 60
AVG MESSAGES PER SEC: 160.00
AVG PACKETS PER MS3.: I .00
PRCKET LENGTH : 1 000 8 ITS
SERVICE : OATAGRAN
DURATION OF RuN« 170.00SECS
UPDATE INTERVRL : 20.00SECS
LRP INTERVAL t I 0.00 SECS
CO I7.0 X.O SI.O 59.0 95.0 102.0 119.0 1JB.0 153.0 170.0
TIME ISECS1
Figure D.1 PKTS STILL IN NETWORK FOR ROOTING-FR ACTION PROTOCOL.
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SOMBER OT NODES : 13
NUMBER Of LINKS : 60
RVG MESSAGES PER SEC: 335.00
AVG PACKETS PER HS3.: 1.00
PACKET LENGTH : 1000 BITS
SERVICE : DATAGRAM
DURATION Cr RUN i 1 70.00 SECS
UP0ATE INTERVAL : 20.00 SECS
LAP INTERVAL : 10. 00 SECS
0.0 17.0 34.0 51.0 68.0 55.0 102.0 119. IX. 153.0 170.0
TIME ISECS1













3.0 17.0 34.0 51.0
CONDITIONS OF SIMULATION
NUMBER Or NOOES I 13
NUMBER OF LINKS s 60
RVG MESSAGES PER SEC: 350. CO
AVG PACKETS PER MSG.: 1.00
PACKET LENGTH : IOCO BITS
SERVICE : DATAGRAM
DURATION OF RUN: 170.00 SECS
UPDATE INTERVAL : 20.00 SECS
LAP INTERVAL : 10.00 SECS
U.3 K.O 103.0 118.3 136.0 153.0 170.0
TIME ISECS1
Figure D.2 PKTS. STILL IN NETWORK FOR MINIMUM-HOPS PROTOCOL
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NUMBER Of NODES : 13
NUMBER OT LINKS : 60
AVG MESSAGES PER SEC i 335.00
AVG PACKETS PER MSG.: 1.00
PACKET LENGTH : 1000 SITS
SERVICE : DATAGRAM
DURATION Or RLiNj 170.00SECS
UPDATE INTERVAL : 20.0CSECS
LAP INTERVAL : 10.00SECS
0.0 17.0 34.0 41.0 U.O as.O 102.0 llt.O
TIME ISECSI
136. a 153.0 170.3
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NUMBER OT NODES : 13
NUMBER OT LINKS : 60
AVG MESSAGES PER SEC: 335.00
AVG PACKETS PER MSS.: 1.00
PACKET LENGTH : 1000 BITS
SERVICE : DATAGRAM
OURATION OT RUNt 170.00SECS
UPDATE INTERVAL : 20.00SECS
LAP INTERVAL i 10.00SECS
0.3 17.3 M.O 51.0 <S.O 95.0 102.0 118.0 139.0 IS3.0 170.0
TIME ISECS1

























NUMBER OT NODES « 13
NUMBER OF LINKS « 60
flV6 MESSAGES PER SEC: 335.00
RVG PACKETS PER MSS.i I. 00
PACKET LENGTH : 1000 BITS
SERVICE : DATAGRAM
DURATION 0T RUN: I70.00SECS
UP0ATE INTERVAL « 20.00 SECS
LAP INTERVAL » 10.00SECS



















NUMBER OF NODES t 13
NUMBER OF LINKS : 60
RVG MESSAGES PER SEC: 335.00
AVS PACKETS PER MSG.: 1.00
PACKET LENGTH : 1000 BITS
SERVICE : OATAGRRM
0URAT10N OT RUN: 170.00SECS
UPDATE INTERVAL : 20.00 SECS
LAP INTERVAL I 1C.00SECS
0.0 17.0 M.O 88.3 85. 1C2.0 119.0 138.0 133.0 170.0
TIME ISECSi
Figure D.4 COMPARISON OF HlXIflUH LINK USAGE FOR THE NETWORK,
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0.0 x.o Sl.O M.O CO 103.0
TIME ISECS)
CONDITIONS Of SIMULATION
number or nodes : 13
NUMBER Or LINKS » 60
AVG MESSAGES PER SEC: 335.00
AVG PRCXETS PER MSG.: 1.00
PACKET LENGTH t 10C0 BITS
SERVICE : DATAGRAM
DURATION X RUN: 170.00SECS
UPDATE INTERVAL : 20.C0SECS
LAP INTERVAL : 10.00SECS
111.0 I3S.0 IU.0 170.0










NUMBER OF NODES : 13
NUMBER OT LINKS : 60
RVG MESSAGES PER SEC: 335.00
AVG PACKETS PER MSG.: I .00
PACKET LENGTH « 1000 BITS
SERVICE : DATAGRAM
DURATION OP RUN: 170.00SCCS
UPDATE INTERVAL : 20.00 SECS
LAP INTERVAL : I0.0OSECS
o.o 17.0 m.o si.o aa.o ss.o icu.o m.o ix.o isj.o ito.o
TIME (SECS)
Figure D.5 COMPARISON OF A7ERAGE 31TEITE LENGTH FOR THE NETWO RK,
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NUMBER Or NODES : 13
number of links i 60
avg messages per sec: 33s.c0
avg packets per msg.: i. 00
packet length : 1000 bits
SERVICE i DATAGRAM
DURATION OT RUN: 170.00SEC3
UPDATE INTERVAL : 20.00SECS
LAP INTERVAL x 10.00SECS
0.0 17.0 M.O ».0 102.0 118.0
TIME ISECSl
I2B.0 1V1.5 170.0

























NUMBER OF N00ES : 13
NUMBER OF LINKS i 60
AVG MESSAGES PER SEC: 335.00
RVG PACKETS PER MSS.: 1.00
PACKET LENGTH : 1000 8ITS
SERVICE : DATAGRAM
DURATION OF RUN: 170.C0SECS
UP0ATE INTERVAL : 20.C0SECS
LAP INTERVAL « 10.00SECS
0.0 17.0 M.O M.O es.0 B5.0 102.0 118.0 138.0 IS3.0 170.0
TIME ISECS)
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y~ • uu * X Of-O 2 •*t& •»-4 x-«
•t— T. ft a.a < • zz -»-J -JOH-
l-O. •-H ft H-ZI IUJ X << — ^~- < «^:
Q.LU H- * 3<UiOS s LULU ^ zz h-xa.
luo£ M ft O LOO 1-* 5:2: z -'< OS •
ac * XLU-lh- * • • »-» -JLU l-^»Q-Z 2 * oaa:< XI ^3— -J —2: ^^ tLU»-)
—•-1 -« ft Z< OLU or -lO^'- z • zz h- #0:
CD ft <a:»- x • zx <^: —*>-1 *£_!>-
H >- * oawt- X + -f »-•< aij J-l a.< •
»
— a: a: ft </} 2h s 1 -J3! 2: • • wixia.
> >o o ft luo: —iO iri'JJ^» • • 11 ^ zz LUQC2:
• • Q. a. ft h- LULU H- » ZXXX ^ z • a
LU LULU LU I- ftZ <xa:a UJCO 1 _JO<Of _J^»-I "^">» I— -J *o
z 2Tai a: a: *o -jh-<(uo. XI LU I • «s: Z-) X<LU
•—
1
«-t • • o ft'-t 3oC 2TX OJ O ZZ «il t--J ^LU Q-'iJXV.
t— t-t— i— a. *»— OX<-JC£ •ai • ^-a._> -J • II -i—
;
1™ ctu#
LU LU UJ o -JLULUOO 1 Z<* 1 00 c^x z -IO X •_!
C» I z z cC ft LU < >U.QC lM OO Q II II 3 *s:uj • • O »Z<
fU • ft J O0£ JQCUJ 1 X • »o || v- • z «2: zz 3»s:h-
•-«* < h- *_J oljlui^i •«l OO • *iUJ_IX -JX<t 2.2. at • uj
h- —
«
LU *a f-LU^Q. ^2» ox^zx 2: •s:z UJLU »h-
-« ZLU LU z ftO Z Z IU 1 z 11 11 zz-jc?x> 21 II II u-sr* •
X •-"•-J -J ft • LU" h-«cOZ 1 -J-J II _f—• • «3K Sl-»- mZO.
»—
i
</>_JX 3 LU * < >00 «-!'-« •< ^LU IJZZ «LU00 «LULUCO i£LU 001— ™Ji-<
-JH-CO «X a o ft - LU t/) t— ZLU zxxz 2:2x_i>x_i«i> zx •a:
• XLULUUJ LU ft< h-_lh- 2: cc -iOcy-zx. 2: <2I < -10 —lUZI—LUO-JSX X m ftO V)»h<2Z t • • lOhh 3 3 • • -u-2<-
2: Q—«0 OlO z- » mZHOJO !UOO ZZXX<Slululu -Jlu —J zz z-^
H-»aoc»—to «•}>• ae ftl- IDOXX 1 z< zzzsujjjh <*.-« < 2:2: Ja:
>-o<*- uj <»—
x
«Z t-m I—LULU -• 1 X 3
<J LO -J3HQ LU LU -t-l-h-a; Dl-I- LU
LU LULL
_J JOUJZ- - >- • m v • m • m i LU , - LULULULUO XlULU* 00
•—
l
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•Jfc cO * LUO~> 1
Tfc h- * 3"
*fc •-i * :h-h
th 2 * 02^0 |
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• t- * X CD
* CO * OLU2
co * h- i » COO»-IK * »—
i
* JC o
* 2 H- * 220 a
O. ii O •-«« * HQJ a
• z * <l^-J Q 9-
t- LU 1- >-* * ZH-O —
.
LU z 2 -J ft UOLU •k h-2 t-H — • * CC^J O "^ O o QC
• H> • LU * Ujh- a >- O a oO •J Z * l-XZ Z a
> »- ^_J >—
4
ft <LULU m X » « LU
< CO< 20 I— ft X Z -• • -^ —
»
a:
«« 3 HO «« * »-O^UJ O »— -J H- •
•m OLU • * LUH- co ac < Z H-
^ • JZ JZ 2 * COf-< Z < > X LU20x
-JO J-, — * t— LUK- • H- •—
1
• 2
_l*~ OQ o * 2<co 2 co a: Q •
•Q LU 02 2 # LU LU • oc 2 •-*2 Z a O * >oo 2 •H < LU «»»
Zsf COO i > <* •— ft 'UcOH- • -^ • • -0
• • <-• Of- (- z * »—
•
OO »-» •-* •
x^ H- o O a * -J </) M • —• «* >
z - >o m —«LU LU H* * -JLU2 1 00 > CO CO LU H-
• LU > >_l
-J 1- * <20C • LU h- • • *-OC
•m LU-J • • —I -J o * -•O > h-Z > ^ 2QCO
CO *— Z-J LU LUO o CU * */>»-- LU O 2ZX LU -J LU H» hhOCU
h-oo
-•a 3L* SO o -J * -JOLU C5CO f«X • -J< »-z Q.LU
*—Q. H-O t-t >—« • • -1 ft LUOQC 2COZ •h- 2<^ 2ZX i-'jjct:
U.C3K- r— r-«* <* O * OCT 1 ^4 • f— r— ex. i—t^>>-~i >-1PS • JC-i •
• X* X< »- H- u #2 2 Z • 1 •- Zoi< hoc: •O O «H-
a.r-o h-t- a 1 < < • *o <;o<- CDJElU X<H- -la; a: H-02 Q-f-'U
a - -<< LtJ a a < *•-• ozxz 'OUJ2 •h-'O <ia:«t 2.2'-U LUUJZ
o-*ac -S^-J »— •— *»- h(Jh Z2 r—co ^<t XLU cx^:
-» a h- i—<<x < <t *o H-ZO< 1 • LU a: 'u l-H LU • LU • LU
• CQLU LU=* i—
i
z o *o 2>-i2CZ 1 ^LUX <LUX a:lux QLUX 1—LUX
—! • 2* Z hhLU LU •*a: LU>-Q.- 1 LUXH- V-XJ- a:X>- 2XH- UJIH
<>*>o »-4 3fc mi LOj_) -J LU *H> > 2»- COH- <H- LUI— 2^
h- —I^Sfc -JI-CO »X> o O ftLO LULU LULU 1 > > > > >
aooH- * •OLULUO a *LU XXX 1 uo ua X-IO ua X-IO
H=t*-« -l«: LUO—ISLU LU * *Q cO>—t-H- 1 oluo; olu a: OLUqC olu a: OLU a:
z Tfc z o-«x XLO 2- # »—
«
l <o»- <<ot- <tUh <OI- <Oh3 h- 1* *-*Oa:H-O o>«- (X *H- X2LU2 LU2LO LU2LO LUZ^l LU2LO LU2CO
2*: f-C3<^-tOLU00<»-Z *2 ^>-»o«-» <LUQ. <LUQ. <LUQ. <LUO. <LU
LU •-•3* O CO 33HQ LU ^UQOoCOQOQiUQQaiOQOQCO^
LO- aC"*- LU LULU —1 -JQLU2- - >->•-*«•• . • O OO OO OO OO



















O LO tfc *
O % «
o 2 ^fc *Q •» 5* *
~~ % *
« 1— LU 5* *
_ LU 00 5fc *2 u '/) ** *
O LU * =6 *M • a: * 56 *
- .« • i
% *
o u> CO -as *
LU <i
-J • --c *
-J oi <t * 56 *
-J u. H- * *
o • a * 2 *
o H» - * a *
• 3 • * •-H *
< a a. * 1— *
>— iX* < * < #
< • -j * -J *Q 2 • 00 O ->
• LU "-^ 3SH- S *
--« 2 w o< »-« #
•^ • to _) 00 *
to •-« • JQ *
• _ :> Qlu u. *
> to LU h- u.s *
LU 2 • h- LU CC *20 :> ZLULO too a »20*H LU U >-«/>UJ <LU 2 *
H-«t-««f— o< luqC a: IU *
^0 2<aC -at • :>ui *
ZOUJ •-HQfU. IU »to • a. % *
Olu_j LU • tOtO„j LU % #
-•-J-l u •»- LU-J< Z2 =»8 2 *hJO <u-^> <X<K M*0 % »OOO QiXlO ••—0 H-«-i 5* ** *
LUO • u-aoi tOOH- - 56 I— *
-i ••'» •(X • —1*- • WXU « UJ *
~J<h- h- • :* < #3. 2t-3 ^S *
o>-< OSUJ h-a< »-«»-»a: *6 on *o<o ouu<£ a<j -J Jth- 5t f— *
•u QC^ r--J CO * to *
< LU • LU • LU f-OOLU * m #
H-iJJX 3LUX Q.LUX 3LUQ 3* Q *
<XH- ailh <X»- CL2 *S »QH 21- -J»- (-- 1 56 LU *
> > > Z>-l I % O *
X-JO X-IO X-JO a 1 56 #
OLUqC OLUct oluu£ en 1 5* *
<Oh <OH- <u>- rM 1 % 2- *
LU2C0 LU2O0 iuzv) *-
•
=* iX #
a. <luol <ma <luo. 0-2 ! 5«t 3 ->
aocoQaocoQQciuQO •—•»-« I "It H-Q
ao aa oa a- ^u: 1 56- LU2« -




PROGRAM TO GRAPH GENERAL STATISTICS OF THE SIMULATION RUN
* Tfe •»
* >f- « Q.
Tfe CQh-, Tfe •> •> =t m,
* * ii) -» -J XJ •h
* CO'/) Tfe SNO t— -«-^
=fc H» -ft —1>--0 m < »-<»~4
* t-a Tfe H-O— <u Q *• -< «j
* -•-j Tfe axo1 t— a. •^ On
a ZO- Tfe sx » < D 1—* Xh
tfe ™^ Tfe » <— O •^ <fO
Tfe Q *fc aj »2IO Ol t
^
3!X
tfe OZ Tfe 2I-J -0 O 1— 2:
* H-< Tfe >—I ••»« K^ < a
tft Tfe t— •—»0l m Z 3- —» ••
* t-S tfe xson tm >-^ «« •—1-^ -»
* o< Tfe Q.vOO "•« -J •»-^ ~«i 1 ^H% Qua: * •a.— _i ST *•* UJ—
•
«.
Tft H»o 3ft a. tu HH » XISJ DO. •% oo Tft »-* »»0 •» —1 CO >-H- ao —i
* oce Tfe oc_ja-» a. OJ3 acQ »
Ik Q. Tfe h-_i2:o •1 2: OX _i O
at < Tfe O *0 CO 3Z •> O
Tfe K-Z Tfe •0 *-» a. « 3; ^ •> «-l% «lO • Tft Q.O-»»LU 3: h- " •• 1 *~» »
* Q»-iUJ Tfe OS ^ i*^ ^i 1
Tfe H»0 Tfe OX »n0«-« •» Q. ^•^ rsjw A
Tft co<< Tft > o.>-h. t— H- >-*>» -•LU ^% zj:«: -tfe ac ».<r>^ar 5*£ — Ol -J 21 —a:
a H-tOO Tfe LU3JM LUO. ~j NO »-«'-^ 00
<2E< Tfe cox -J » -J>- -•0 h-l— 03—
< h—io. Tfe <t Wl '1 ^ »-iC3 k -J -J oar rHH-O
H- Zoo Tft •stlui— LL-1 O +-* »UJ •
< a uj Tft h- 1— Z>sO > h- * » •• - zoQ OlXIOi Tft x •< «- s: * as: O— «* — <*
x< ftfe O.LUO *>UJ ao UJ h —» M' « OCOZCM
^ h-H-3 Tft i-Da*j: o£> co »«— >-^ Jl »# Ot-»HH
QC < h- Tft (J3DOh mac -»LU—» COtU r-4'-U •>
a 111 Tft -iZ X3H- LU » »-«3:uj h-3: CO -:*£_J02 h-oo Tfe —
x
Z</> CO —.-,2: ^-« LU ^ • O-l • —.
H» CO Tfe » »H-cO O >i cot— •- Q.H- z a: «»<»-»m -H
UJ LU- Tft U)NJ»-I>— • t»« • z »-3t- X t-^ a -ahh •kZ JZ^ Tfe ^--j:^— l—oo >-H * ar * 1— 3 to CO •• ZHQO Tfe Z-J'-hO.O <t* _J a. • —» «b h — OLL. O •»
H- U.»—ti—
•
Tfe *-H-l~J nO JZ 3: ^ 1 •—«—
»
UJ—mujaco • CO
O >-x Tfe -Jh- »^ 0~» •Q. »—
1
W> 1 ac zo •CO H-O H-
-J UiOQ. Tfe •—• a. 3! _J uOQ. ^ ^*^ LU>— • CT"— Qi'U » ^
a. XlXJ< Tfe » i/)Om 1—
1
LU —»Q.HH ZQ. O Zh LU^K- o_
H-JOC Tfe co »a.vOix CO * Q • — —^~— r-il—
1
Z <w »-» *-OLUcQO » •.
Tt oo Tft LUC03:<—h- CO 3; Q-J OLU LUcSCL h-o: •-H r^j •2T2:<0 —LU% cOO Tfe oh- lu -»u.Lua 2T-J •-j 3!f~»-« H- H- »H -J •<\jM3a • ins:—




* 4U.f -»— HJ Lj —0 u. h- •!-" C-J » O P- ' 1 »» -^m m «* ( ««*r" »% txi<a. Tfe H-O-.-coz -OOQ * Z -» 30- _) CO r~* cC H- oiO^-—ZO at:-»r-«% aCl-cO Tft • » • >or>iz _j<o 31 —.—t || <xoji— Q. r-H -*<O iStO <N4 UJ LU »-• ^- «"H LULU <—%
-*<o *• •ZLUO. 2!^-»—O-^—
l
ILUrH « (-J0^4^» U MMt ^oujqc w<ssau.>^>a
=c iUM * aLUuca.^ 1-** cjct •a. •-•-jcc 11 »a.~» cc >u a.lu< it caco^ cu<i<<t <i «j cc at -»
Tft <- a Tft a£MOMaxi- »o 1 o< scju.^-'iria'-i -03juj<ai-X!i2Zuja:o<tDoc
* OS Tfe iu»-j^xxHino<*«j >t>-iU —x—< 1ZQ.HazujQ.ooi15a.zoo
Tfe OH-UJOZI Tft z Qw 1— LU injQ<o LUh-ai .-ico iii% Tft LilJ UJ 2:0 <t»- I— r-»Q 21 <H H-i^JJ_jOjJJJJJJJjg
Tfe QCLUt— Tfe H-< Z a< Qi-i II II II < •4 «—IIQh Z'-«-J-J-)<t_I.J-J-J-J-J-J~J_U
Tft a> «fc ZLU »-» OLLl at OQiXI - 2C QQ«4Q.4<««««
Tfe LUO Tfe -.QC Q (£ H.S ZJ--J QC£ xi—3 000 oououuouuo
Tfe CO Z Tfe * -* *C ^ * Z * -I h-
Tfe m»LU»-« Tft < •—
•
< 1HH -1 O« IXW Tfe LU QC LU aC 0< -J











• • • OxO -* "»
• • O u~\ •» » —
t
• • O lO
0>00 •• • O » 0>"O • •
• •.h-sO K—O O > a> r<« %o
COCO » •• 0*H O COCO * •
• •-» •* u\ in co •—» *• —
4
• •«•. « m ia
cm<mo m • • <- o in » cmcmo m • •
-««-« • • cm cm — • * # • . .-h.h • • N rg
••
-co f*» •-• «-4 O •H-^> «T •* * • *°0 p« H HOO »»»•• O*—» •» » O ^ OO •» • •> •00m in o o ^ ootn in • oc oqia moo
>HrH t • O O • HO • • "4" O -*»H • • o o
• «knj (vj -H 1-4 10 »occm cm * 3 * »cm rg '-* —
<
_t «H • •» • -*—• »-«rH r-4 CT\ H- • • tH t-4 • »
*»** •> « • • cm * rn^o •»—••>—• — lu **** « » - •
zio o * ** t-4 »— »s: o - o • cm - -*z zio o •* «*100 •• ocn<_jo 1—0 »— —« »— o a 1 o o
hi I .h tH •• •• O CO »c£<*r-» O—<—O •» 3 OQC •-• I H --4 •• •«
- | •» » O <m03 »-^cO •• COO CO *-*& h- I * •
< I . . O • -H • •<>— - - <• t—<0 < »LL < I - - O •jj^t ** JJ-»0-» *-» CMJ— ac*»h-» ^»0« i-l—« « Jl<* <* LU-»03 I — —.</)« co- ... ,-«<»-i 3 • CO • •- • ^ **LU O I -» —cO- co
X. I •- ••- I— S>— **f— t— *Q:>»»cO- «t<t- »—• C< —»LUO-» S I ••• ••• I— 2!
-1 I h- h-CcO O OOO- - <h- - ^*»Oh- O 00<0 -* I H- H-CCO
cO J cOOc03LUcOc£CO«cacOO^-—Z» 0«J »o cOO 2 O<c0 • cO I CO3 coo LU co oe:
I UJa3^coau<uJ< «h003 »cO<»cO»»<cq I— hi/)^ih -» 1 ujco^£coa.<uj
U. I 3<t2< - a.- X» • «<^at- <>t—< - < lu «»0 •• »-» U_ I 0<Z< - Q»
o 1 3« -•- 00 * •*- » »m. coco 1— • ai3- «j • 2 • i^r-« •• o 1 a» •-•• co •Z I 2 »-i »»UJ- co- O- O^cocOLLID «.UJCO *<- • **K.Z • Z Z \Z "-J »»LU- co
aco I - - OH-f-H-ZH-O LULUOCOOH-<0>H-0 <X. — 2>-«0 » OcO | - - C)»-H-
•-•2 I U.HU.HOUJ3UJ^H'«SZ <OZ. OqI^O 3 CO»-»-J • *>l »-«2 I U.t—U.H.OCU
H-O I Q3Q_Oc0c0i£ca_JcQ » ^- .-4—« ^aicOH UL ^O-J O >-i I—O I Q^OZJcOcO^
^hh
I co coco<o< <• LU_j-ja cm »— < • -»muj lu • —i <>-• i co coco<o
-j»— 1 ct:<cc<cu- <- f— - ^»0-J-»>^fM- LU »- z- - LUO •COLUOO -* _J»— I QC<QC<LU- <
3>-i I UJ- ill" Z »Q. *UJ fcCO"-!-.*.!!!— «.^H-UJ^>-» -<A O •<>—(_5< •• h- O-* I UJ- LU- 3! »Q.SQ I CO *c0 » cm CM^J— K->00<h-c0<h-c0 CMCO <«-< * <QiH- 3 SO I CO •CO »• cm
**z 1 zcoscoo »o »o^»-iqc a:MijQ<wa. *cj >o oluqcuj - • hz i scoscoo -o
coa 1 oluz>^>co>s:<o.colu-—»3SLUO.QLU<IQ.UJ 00 «stu>J LU— COO I oiuo^>co>
o I Zozz<a.<aai- cOr^cMO>-«Gooa.co_j<tco «cm»-«X « zrn— aizozz<o.<
LL- - - O- •-.- S- Q-- O- - • •- .J- - O- - —I- -^HHh.<. o <-»r-4-mi«- - - O- •-•- 5"-
U(JO«0«-OQOOO'-C30uJaiOOOJO<JOOU<*MQCQ«<.ZO «-OCH OOOwO*-»000CO«<0<0<2 <IZ<0<< • t<2<<2<<2<—l-JOfMLULU»-i—rOLULU>-cO<<<0<0<Z<
^ScocOco^coZCO_|co_|co2coco'_10«0—icOcO_|CO'/U«OQ. co<I2:3:OL!_^^^a2'-OCOco^'/12CO_|CO
tJCOCOVJ^COH-CO<?CO^COH-C')(/)^^(/)<5COCO^COU)<COOLU>LU«^«q,<t«*-JCXCtHHl_JCOCOCO»--COt—co<co





















• OvO — «* -
—
— • • o m •. —
. O O»00 • • - okO — — f^ ^o t-o
3~i 00 CO — m 3«H
ca »— _ • •— —• m m co ••«
•
<- o in CMfMO in • • <- 3
"»
-
-A * • H—t • • CNJ CM —
»
- <A •
o n-m >r •• » -co r* .H i-4 CJ •.^m
• o»-» - t> o —• oo » •» m m • o-. •»
o 03m m • CNJ ootf> m O O >0 o3m
— HO • •
-t — •-4—4 • • o o — -to •
in "QCOsJ CM •» •—
»
• »<M cm cH -4 m <*<X<M
• •^ «•- t-4,-4 •-4 m rHCVJ • m tH r-4 — •> • <v*a i-»«H
C\J • in-*o » —« — «» • •^ « — « * • — m m CM - m *o »
r-t - •S o - o • CM • —o • z t o o <* «» -* K «X O
•» 3m<_jo H-O *"-* t— OOH a j o o m 3in<_jo
o ca *QC<H 3-4 -«»3 » 3 O-H » »-• | fH -H • • • • O cQ *c£<Z<~4
o <^OD •—• CO »• COO CO »-• »o H- 1 • » O <m03 —
-4 m • <(-.. . <- H-<0 < *- o <t 1 - « o • r-4 - •<>-- -
•-» •.(\JH-a: J»»— • *3» r-4-»— • «».~4 -J I <* ** LU-— <_3—» m*» -CMf—C^AI—
• * v ,-4<£.-i 3 - cO • * •» ^ <ALU • 31 « —CO- co- - - - ~*<3*_ 3
^^h-i_ »oc> ,, co- ••<» - >— - oc -«aio» —• s: i ••• ••• f— 3Tk»^j— i— •o>««co3 330- • <t>— » H-«»3t- C3 00<^rri »-i I I— h-c£3 3 330- - <
cq.. CQC0O-——»Z» 3-1 *3 CQ3 i O<<-0^ • <S) I 003*^3UJcOcr:a ••cQcQO'—>->2:"
< «H003 »CQ<- cO»»<cO »— fHi-03QC^-4 I LU CO^ CO Q.< UJ <X <<rHCj)'03 *
• X- - »<<aO <>(—< -<lu OIQ* — U.I Q<2< • Q-- X- - »<<ct»
••K— » « t/^t/1 H-» c£3» -J »• 2 ij3H ^H O I O" •-!• c/> * »l— » *» t/)>-'0 H"
• 'O" Q*»i/V/}u.3 »UJC0 »<• * ^»^2H • •» Z I Z ••-J *UJ- oo- O- 0«¥oo<-OU.3
-Zl-O LULUOc0OH-<O>H-O (X -Z^UJO Z O^O | - - CJ>t-»-H-2H-0 UJujOaa
3LiJ3i-4««SZ <OZ» Oa:30 or-tjZ « »iZ | U.HU.h«OUJ3iiJ3H.«2S <
C0_jc0 •» 2» H»-t •^hiJJCOh U. —O.J I O rvl h-Q | Q 303<-OCO^CO_1CQ » 2-
< <• -u_i_jo » * cm »h-< » -»imu 3Iiu • H <«-< I co cooo<o< <• m«j_ia *
• I-. wujjHiM- lu »- 2- • ujo •ws:3io 3 -Jt- i o:<ac<*Lu- <- h— «ao-»-j»-«cm
*I4J »<y>>-4<<fH- •.^H-ilJ*«'-i »^» ci) i(J>«3SI- *• X 3"-« I LU- LU- S -Q- -LU *i/)t-t<<f|. »
cM^t—»—>DO< I— */)<»—CO CMCO <H - Si*-* »— 31 3!Q I CO «»cO - CM CM^I— I—>00<»—
+KJ~XL*-*CC CC^CJQ-^OO. «»0 CO »aLU«~iXaC - •• >-»2 I TCLOXtO'-i) -O -0^>-«aC OChh
3I<Q.c0lU-»-»35:uJCLQUJ<Q.LU 30 iSX<OJ —LU LOO I 3UU3^>cO>S:<a.CQLU—.—OS
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